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A PHENOMENAL soprano, Miss Ellen Beach
tow before the public. Her voice reaches Yaw, thois
seventh space above the staff and is reported toe bein very
PHILADELPHIA, PA., DECEMBER, 1894. ~
like the harmonics of the violin in ite higher notes.
She bis made a sensation whore she has
sung.
Henry Scuapreck, the well-known violinist,
A,Moathly Publication for the Teachers aad Students of
teacher
and
author of 'a violin school, has returned
Music,
to the United States and is now Professor of violin
Sumcairrion Rar #150
the New York College of Music. He is notedYeata
Single
Oopy,,
Cert
fine soloist and his violin school is an authority.
DISOONTINUANCE.—If you wish the
Tue advance making in the more thorough’ and
stopped, au explicit motice must be sentskp
ns by complete
study of music in all its forms is shown
letter, otherwise,

1t will bo continued. All arrear- by the
announcement that Anton Hegner, the ‘celAgve must be paid.
list, has opened a
for the study of ensemble
RENEWAL.—No receipts is sent for renowals. On music in New York,studio
That there are siudents enough
the wrapper of the next tsane sent you will be ready to support such an undertaking
is a healthy
Printed the date to which your subsertption {s paid musical sigh,
|
ap, which serves naarcooipt for your subscription,

NO. 12.
Caasrrantn has made up his mind to settle in London

a8 @ teacher and concert singer. He
been engaged
for the title part in Berlioz’s Faust, at has
the Royal Albert
Hall, on December 13,
e

AN opera by Hayda has been discovered

the ar
chives of Prince Esterhazy. It contains four inprincipal
singing parts and the orchestra is composed
of
string,”
flute, oboe and horns,
.
Tue gifted Bohemian composer Smetana, who was
neglected during his life and died in an insane asylum,
will have four of his operas in the repertoires of Gerian theatres this. winter.
AcconpiNG to Albert Soubis, the foar operas that have
had over 1000 performances are; Boieldiew's “ La
Dame Blanche,” Herold’s “Pre’aux Clercs,"’ Adams's
“ Swiss Chalet” and Auber's “ Black Domino.”
A Fanaric

admirer of Erahms

at a dinner to his

for

idol brought out a bottle of wine saying, “this is the

Couwr Zrony, the one-armed pianist, has
rival
in Miss Virginia Logan of Kansas City, who a having
Busical Stems,
lost the use of her right arm has succeeded in playiog
with ber left hand in what is said to
a marvelous
style, At her début ahe played a Gurliube Etude,
Ra's
HOME
“La Filieuse"? and Leschetizky's ‘Two Skylarks!?
Manaus Nonnica has won unstinted praise for her arranged for left hand by herself, There is a leason
work in the ntle of -Elea in “ Lohengrin.”
in patience and determination for ambitious but easily
Tux German Emperar'a “Sotig to Aegis’ has been discournged students here.
given in New York and has been well received,
FOREIGN.
Mapamx Bioomrixup Zemuen
making an unParis is preparing for the 1000th performance of
precedented eserem in Europe with heris piano
recitals.
“ Fanet.?”
>
It is reported that Stavenhagen, the pidnint, will not
Czmugs, a well-known composer, died of apoplexy
some ta America this season, as was at first announced,
in Vienna, in October.
Evarye Ovvix, a very talented and sucpensfil
A MonuMERT to Chopin was recently uoveiled at his
American baritone singer died in
in November, native
town, Zelarowa: Wola,
He was stricken with paralysin whileLondon
singing.
A Nxy aring sextet by a boy of sixtéen years has
Ts fy sad that the reama why Rafael Joeeffy, the orvated
a sensation in Cologae..
planiet, resins the pronmire broaght
upon hit to
Our of 2000 female pupilsat the London Guildball
play ia public a his enconquershle toandbeartariuring
ast:
oust,
School of Music, 300 are studying violin.

committee will be formed to erect a wooden building
for the purpose.
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Riptey

Prentice

has

started

a school

Brahms among my wines.”
sipped it aad reSquare. The instruction given at the school will be lied; * Excellent wonderful! Brahms
now bring on your Beeton the system of training devised by Dr. William
oven,”
Mason, the well-known New York professor of the
‘‘ Christus’ is to be
performed
iano. Dr. Mason’s method appears in its final form MayRurysrer’s
at Bremen and at Dretden. Should it not be nextpos-_
pianoforte-playing

at

10 Bentick

street,

Cavendish

in the manual, “ Touch and Technic."?

Tue great organ which aimed in Fontieal Hall at
Ax Liatian aper ie authority for the statement that
the Worbl's Fair haa been gives ta the
of Verdi has finished a synaphonic poem called “Death.”
Michigan
by graduates aad fede The Uairenity
organ canbe
Tux celebrated Lamourcaux orchestra of Paria
ta the Caited Staten,
fone
hers 150 exrcutania, Tt is ta give twenty concerts nun
this
8
quartets ace canitiptring, the [atmt accemton meamne.
deiagg’
Maud Pawel flevteg Ruastee eth Mamd
fiamipaten Waaxwe, son of Richard Wagner, has
Powell “amd Toney Thea, vision, Frere Katte conducted contain of his father's works in Loodon ‘with
boru, vinke, aot Pari Metemcd,” onthe.
neem
Lanre adaioees will Me enspwiiid ta
Tan Hanh saniverary of the bith of Hane Sachs,
that there
Are wamtivally Gielimed people whe Seva Anew
lewd ia Wet the Noiateringer of Nurnberg, wae cclebraiod by (im
mur unetty peace and Raae omumed ea Liued
comeiacted
om 4 gramme sine,
Suadrwie of Gimen, whe Rees qetey aeaered anomie
a kad
A Nowams of Ritkerto wnpebticbed lectom of Roe
mene oo Niven we innarent ik
vind, adclvewaat 40 Pewniaeite, Meroxdenw, end other
of Bikletacions, aitee 4 foayg asjostina seeiiihem, WILE een bie Heaed dy Pease
at Rees somlle 9 owantolasi
th pepavted choi smog mam, Oto Migge of
TMhsicr palipitug ae ewad xa
wistertia Ibe diewewemd hee merit ed ete Cremtsotscme
Kegrme othe caltauuneis amd a of endian
Fie Rarculeme Commer Saw sundie by
simmmnaitie pla riassg an come pie
wo tememeny cain

sible to produce it in the Royal Opera House at Dresden,
Prrer

Scxorr, the music publisher, died in Paris

lately. Hig firm were the first publishers of Beethoven's
last quartets and bis mass in D. Among their later publications were Wagner's “ Ring des Niebelungen,”’ “ Meister singer,” and * Parsifal.’’

A, New claque for first nights has been organized in

Paris and offers its services to managers and authors. Its
terms are 1000 francs for fifty, 1400 francs for seventy-five
and 1700 francs for 100 claquers.
Here isa chance for
popularity even if it does come hight

‘THE interesting

600th

etatement is made apropos of the

formance recently

of

Carmen

at the

Paris

Opera Comiqué, that M. Barnott, who was in the cast,
has sung in it at every one of these 600
performances.

The Figaro calls this “8 fact without prevelent.”

é

A Lonpon Concert giver has concealed his orchestra

and gives the entire programme with the prchestra inviaible. “The idea is gaining ground in
Paris, where Saint
Sains, Massenet, and Ambroise Thomas have been apinted to investigate the matter with regard to the Opera
Jamigue.

Ir is stated

that all the original documents, books,

aod plates concerving De. Chryrander's edition of
Handel's
amateur,

works

bave

been

and that he purposes

secured

by an. English

to offer printed copies

of the collection to the most important academic in-

stitations ia Bagland.

Tus newly disovered

fragment of the Hymn to

ioee to be’ even

more

intersting

than

leat year's tonch discused find, for il is exid to. in. _

clude
What

the instremental sccompanitoent,

thie

will

Unrow

light

on

It in hoped

the vexed question ss

to whether the Greeks bad harmony ia their music,
Axor Gaeoon Reeimermn, the feos Russian

pawn

wed comprar,

foes St Patnvbeorg.

died Nevexebes

‘The one

20, at Paeerhof,

of bin doeth was

enrt dives,

He wee within tee days of wbetpfour

Warhwetyantn,

0

pene of ngs,

anckon ‘Mi, Tatts,

Aanem Gregor Hebimiein was hone ad
the frontier

Repasunda,

New
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frenzy of terror of the fret, or the effect of the whale

‘The most wonderfal pivoe of chromatic scale playing
band in the second, dying away in the distance?
T ever heard wae from Blivineki, in Liam's exquitite
Vo Bulow tives in my memory chiefly by his playing and
Biade in F minor. Slivineki, for some
of tho Moonlight Sonata, which is, in my humble reasonmbtle
or other, was not appreciated in America as he
opinion,

BOME SUGGESTIONS.
BY amy ray,

piano,

the most beautiful work over written for the

If Ifhad a ohoice I thould say,

ought to have been, but the way he rendered this com- r

take away

pobition was

of those unforgetable things which
leave mo the Moonlight Sonata.” rarely happens oneto ond.
‘The Himpidity of his tone, the
dows not, as a general cule, receive the attention it ought (Not that ai tr
“ moonlight"'in it, as Rubin- smoothness
and
sweep of his execution, the-artistio
to do, in the education of young pianists. The reason stein says.) “Lalso remember of Bulow
bis
wonderful
unity
of
effect,
were
simply amazing, and; combined as
for this lies doubtless ia the fact that it is difficult to interpretation of Chopin's

Tr in gros pity that the etudy of chamber musio

everything al

Noctarne in B major, Op 9, they were with the greatest
velocity and with a poetic
conception of the contents of the piece, were transunless they are well paid for their services. I have
graceful as that? I
mind neverto learn it potting.
ayy life wished it might bo my good fortune to board allin till after his death, andmadenowupI my
z
am studying itin memory
Another thing that he did divinely was the “ Chantthe house with s good violinist, in order that I might of him, and how very hard I find
the left hand in the*
Polonais,” No. 6, by Chopin
have the opportunity of studying sonatas, eto., with him middle part! And yet one had
no thought of its being twice from him, once withoud.aand Liezt. This I beard
daily, instead of learning one cocasionslly and limiting A:ficalt under Bilow's fingers, It
once with the cadenza,
seemed like nothing which he did not always care tond play,but
myself to two or three paid rebdarsals of the
which he did
same, atall,
in
the
most
marvolous way! I shall never forgive my.
Preparatory to playing it in public. None of my masCarrefio fret dazzled me by her octave playing in
self
for
not
attending all of Slivineki’s recitala here ;
ters evor had called my attention to chamber music Gotteebalk’s srrangem
ent of Trovatore, in the Boston fee]
get a chance to practice with violinists and ‘cellists,

No. 8.

Was there ever anything 0 airy, 60 exquisitely

that they were an irreparable loss.

~ before Icame to Deppe, that wonderfal “all-rou
nd"" Music Hall, when she was in her early twenties,. What
teacher, and never sball I forget the dolightI took in this @ tremendous concert
offeot she produced in it!* The
rich mine which

board.

to the miad after a stif.tusale with “ Gradus ad
Parnassum,"” with concertos, and Chopin's Baliades,
to sit

ing Pelion on Osea,” Her playing was always camulative, rolling up as she proceeded, and carrying you

quietly down and play an accompaniment of a Schubert

or Mozart

performance

of Rubinstein’s

“* Etude on false notes""—that might be eaid to be
‘'
pil-

away as underan avalanche.

And then, her extempori-

But, of course,

I thought he wes going on here indefinitely, as most of

the great artists do:

air was fairly atremble when she rose from the keythem was too méagre.
And then, her

he was the firat to ‘open up to me, and

the great help it was to my technic, as well
as to my

musical knowledge. It was so soothing, and such a rehef

Probably the financial outcome of

I might ran on endlessly, so I will draw thi article
to
4 close with our own American Pianist,
Gottechalk,
Does any one but myself remember his playing
of his
“‘ Murmures Eoliens?"" Never waa there
auch a climax
worked up in donble trill, as he made in
that. Tt was
enough to draw an andiente right Up onto
its feet. I

or Beethoven sonata. It is a division-of zation before every piece ;there has
never been any one
dificulty, and a doubling of pleasure, totakeafight to compare with herin that, always
striking into the key used to feel my flesh creep when
with another artist, who plays on a stringed instrument, of the artist.who preceded her on the
he began it, and hold
programme, and my bresth toward
snd then,.what admirable practice it gives for reading modulating into the one
the close, “No, I can’t bear it
in which her solo was written, another
instant} I would say to myself, and then that
music! Jf any pupil desires a recreation and a delight, Ihave never known her to fail, so
absolute is her sense tron arm of his would
lot him take up the Beethoven's trios, for example. of piteh.
keep on intensifying ita crescendo
and
seeming
to say relentlessly, ‘ Yes, but you must
There are twelve of them, and each ie more beautiful
De Pachmann we shall always recall by Chopin'
s

than the other.

5

-!

He will then get outside of the set of Etude in thirds, a display of virtuosit

ai
:.
See

ag
teams

And oh! the relief when, with a emile,
he

which fade one
into that shower of pearls at the end! It was
stock pieces which everybody has to learn and which dizzy, although his rendering of the ygreat
Ballade in F
are now a drag in the market,
major, of the Barcarole, and of many other things, like the bursting of a rooket, which rushes skyward with
you, almost parting your soul from your body,
Iwish that for a while Liszt's Hungerian Fantaisie was equally wonderful, but I speak
and, at
now only of artistic an immense height
for Piano and Orchestra might disappear from our moments.
breake into a myriad of fiery balla.
-

concert programmes, or af least, that nobody but Pader-

Josefy I think of, in what

eweki would play it!’ He did it e0 wonderfully, that it pieces? In the modest little do you suppose, of all
was, in a manner, born again, and we were forced back Nobody can play that comparablyBergeuse, by: Chopin,
with him.. It is an

MUSIOAL BROTHERHOOD,'-

-Everybody playg it well, for that matter, as
it is the

Tar following appeared in the Musihalisches Wochenabsolute tost of memory to play the bass exactly as it
is'written, and he is the only artist I have ever heard blatt. It is a story told by Tschaikoweki, the
inci-

the place in piano literatufe tormerly occupied
by the

melody, is quite indescribable,

to the consideration

of the beauty of the composition.

grand show piece for the modern virtuoso, and has takei
‘*Battle of Prague.” It is like the stereotyped Turk-

do it.

The

way he brought out certain notes of the

They shin’ out like

store across the yeara since I heard him do it.

When

dents of-which occurred in Leipsic :—
“Tt was

at the time when

a fierce hatred existed

throughout Germany against Russia, One morning,

ish rugs in the pictures of the French artists, upon
the

it_comes to crushing brilliancy, I remember him in very early,Iwas startled by hurrying steps in the corri-

painted, nor heard the Hungariana Fantaisie badly
played,
:

first tour in this country.

Teproduction of which ao much labor and
care haa
been expended. I have never seen a Turkish rug
badly
However, when Paderewski played the Fantaisie
, he

Lisst’s E fiat Concerto and Veneziae Napoli, which he
played at Mc Cormick’s Hall in Chicago, on his very

The audience simply went

technic, and techuic, and teehnic, that attracts
your at-

hts

come

bang

up

teotion, and not the musical contents ofit I wish every

against, the way she did that, was what the Germans

composition the firat time he did it in this country,
in Garnogio Mugig- Hall. O my fiarat
Well, T
‘ay any moro about it There are

fan to hear, but not to practice oneself.

body could havo heard Paderowaki play this hackneye
d

Nima ma

is more eloquent than apeoch.

Wo bavo had a long aacosssion of great pisniata, and

iti interesting to loak back and see what things thoy
have done which and out predminantly in the mind,

and deatinguth them

from each other,

Each one haa

struck out some spark which daabed upon the inner
cooscoasnem of the listener, and leR ite image thera
forever. [i was sot always the sont didirale pleoaa
that produced lt, either. Of Rabinatela I retember

how he played the Bri Ring, by Schober. and Rees
keven's Turkish March. Could ang one aves fangei the

~

dors of the hotel at which I was staying.
was a. Knock at-my door, Somewhat

At last there

ned, I
leaped from my bed and opened the door. frighte
I found the

crazy. When I told Liszt about it, in 1886, in Weimar, Porter there, and he explained to, me that a militar
I think the old man felt alittle twinge of jealousy, fop orchestra was stationed under my window, that it wasy
when I assured him that “' nobody had ever played hi going to serenade mo, and that they hoped, that in

started rightin,with the very frat octave (that big one
in the bass), with euch overwhelming power and passion, compositions ‘as Joseffy did”? he repegted
to himself
with such grandeur and nobility of style, that one ine musically and with a élight accent of
pique, “Personne?”
vpluntarily exclaimed to one's self, ‘' what amagnificent as if he might have added that
“ Ag had,” if he chose.
composition!'’ One paid tribate to Lisdt, and not to However,
he sent Joseffy his Concerto in A afterthe digital alfill of the pianist. That is whst I should wards,
one Liszt cared about, although I do
call truly objective playing, when ove is carried back to not knowthe ifonly
what I said had anything todowith it,
~
tho composer oa the prominent figure; although, in
Mme. Bloomfield Zeisler, I like to think of in Rubinsnother sengo, it might be called the most subjectiv
e stein’s D minor Concerto, particularly when I recall
playing, too, to prodace that effect,
how she got up out of a sick bed, when she had not
As most people play the Hungarian Fantaisie, one ‘touched the
piano for three days, and dashed it off like
thinks only, “how beautifully he@id those runs! how 6
mere bagatelle, The cadenza in the last movement,
clean and brilliant
the trilla are!’ ote. It is always for instance, which everybody
would call, “ Haarstrdubend!"!

Well,

that was jnst

ee
ae

i
sis
RIED

spite of the cold, that I would appear at the window.

Then he gave me # programme, adorned and illustrated
in @ charming ‘manner, and containing sight piecés of differen

t characters, At the same time I heard from
outside the solemn strains of the Russian Nationa
l

Anthem.

Then I dressed myself quickly, and opening
the window I saw in the narrow court of the hotel
large military orchestra grouped round the Kapellmei-a

ster in glittering.uniform.
“< Bvery eye was directed toward me, and I remsined

at the window

daring the whole

of the improvised

concert, bareheaded, in. spite of the keen February

air,

It was the band of 9 garrison regiment.

The

performance .was really magnificent, and it was the
more

remarkable

inasmuch ss

the cold

mast have

It was mere
child’s play to Aer,and made me think of a famous almost frozen the fingers of the poor musicians, who
golf player I caw this sammer. His ball was in a deep remained stoically at their posts for a whole hour,
rat in the middle of a road, with two large stones on The Kapellmeister was Herr Jaron, and the sympathy
each side of it, and a big willow tree in front of it, be- which he felt for my music had led him to express himself inthis manner. Tha serenade being over, he wished
tween him and the hole he was making for. His
adversariea wore chuckling, thinkingitwould take several me welgame in simple terme, and immediately wont
thot for bim to get out, when lo! he measured the away. It in not necessary for me to say that I was
dietance with bis eye, and with bis “lifter!” acooped touched by this delicate expression of sympathy, J
cansay
not
whether the residents at the hotel found to
the ball right out of the rot, past the stones, and
the dig willow, landing just where it could go over their taate'the sounds of the trampeta and trombones
which
woke
them with a start, but I can safely eay that
into the hole. ‘The iaagh was on the other side neatly
‘their curiosity was excited to the highest point, The
one of the champion's foos said to another, Hethen;
juet
rT
lovca willow trees"! “ You," growled the other, ‘he
it
‘O}
wt
Bsae sad ucoenaptime
SURE cee, had
ala paving atoncs for breakfast, dag it!"
Srceed
~
ta was the matter,”
that theyinigeti loarn what

Be
ee

i
di

if

ASHEA Lat

soit
Sell seeacnerwe 8 4 ae,

CC

ee

eee

4 dase vite actand sas pomag pugiin sad ore
taney aescweeany ther oe

ee

ee

ee

aisieleag Ue primes iAates ai Whi @ Haar conus The
sees
i iompumeilicc we feed awe sate tutratenmneie

Wikes JMEailalkcs Rocis clonernuiiiotn esiaeita custecitin

ome ies ase olsdiee, na iid oni

scot Veuaryelin,

cman, wear tee Ag hae Ghee nate fe oli ater seghe idle a iis epincone om gay waAivot whch, smeeteew
way at ting aoyriing
Cie gugnls vt Me A atte cores plicomiend shes episivcmt berm’ om a multitude of
Hh Hous obvuilbealis ween lio rady ciiglis cvstibredte, sand slack chmcowaiioes amd cartagurinens? —Outwibe of jeere

Me
cod Ye (whee diefieer aero aw hea im Ubeas ers
0 Senay sDanign fiom Me 3, sae antag wrong eveitoobin,
aunt ace cunmecuunacly, eee se Leawood hoewelnnge ated
pment,
Lt idbay dud ee chink mo, hey world go
ame at tite aches geathenan and then Me A wold
Te ste quilt Gowen, 2 tiheit eatiaention, That i tw
11, mim pagiln Like Ve iowa se the sethoety of 5 maw
ber, aint hare chowen sheit aastecs, Yor commons whrel
eon. ae acer, gow, Vibey Harnett amrevine tis heme the

maitbemation, Urewe os too steel thimp aa stoschine éntmo
Sewivos

Me vee

RATINGS OF POS BLOW.

how

guneaiiete we gat Yee exe te esi

es

enitids aro

Se Sh he amonsie she

exactly whe,

Peeseenan sx
wnagmemn
wy,

Beery piwniat eupht vo dnp 6 Nile, mo sustter .
whether be has a god er 9 bad raion,

either by

inherted exeenitecon, ediveminer, or the effete of on

tro different
Nivommees, 9 them ooming fale ump
To make tbe finpere strong and murs, wto@y oll the
wiede is gmovined by the ive im ersctly the neame
Tr jor and mince sontee—aiow, Sorte, lage, nonlegete,
Sight Par che mew adem the tmstamt a omen aio the Macwnta, 1 dirt and in contrary motor end with the
axel, 6 ot ance placed te relations to the former cou: Gagering of the C wesle,
.
touts of tke mud, amd so theme costenta are never
Prectecty the samo tor amr iwo minds if follows that
A theme boginwing op the arma mnet’be played piano
fafuiljindisy wise sdtsoy wrestled ike hose te pommenh, ated any grees caw nem ip differently related to every other
idee tm amy gives wind from whet it i in apy otber and the following theme marcato.
dere al)wpentteads Dud fos ue lodicewe, of mot woot
OF comrwe, there ate minds which differ from one
‘vem,
efate
ssother so bitle as to make sympaiby and an approxiTiere ace cemetbers who soutien this kind of sentiment
Do not combine a “‘cremcpedo" with aa “ aposher
aayrng dee peor, (tase o iewcher who belive! 1m ately commos vow of cerain classes of ideas poms sndo"
or a diminnendo” with « “‘ritardanda,"” «
hun nwa ingirnoeny yw overztudty cine is siapendowa ,+6 bbe Minds thes similar in charscier naturally tend to
fault which is generally made.
sw far Came!
sedioary human raeuy aad eatiwoett pa form parties, tmctions, or wecin boond topeiber by simi
tac ews Wo impertacs sobject, Toot are formed
ele
7 be Gacty abhi
ont Basdly tens muck to my that
wae
poktion partion, religioca sects, schools of philosophibre insiherea Quam! utaiibhe, teeasees the dvctnons
Dificult
passnges,
by
osing
the
fingering, may
if Geomdeags of ali stheo manmans by thece curse cal theoght, conservatire and liberal factions in regurd be transposed and practiond in other mime
keyawiththe rmaclt
tquadeace wah Qu owe, cogaods all whe Gar fom 2° yrestons of tocial polity, rducation, ete.
thet the formerly dificult passages become much easier,
hum ag tetegtnond and all cone whos toavbsegs are at
The bighly important and complicaled qzestions
As it

vonnocied with mesic teaching of course follow the

wworkemoordat a) make bis owe ortgiowtied with him, he
uw comsiemaliy tocliag cajuced ead smiling ad the parvernty

they, “se
ihe ane indispensable condition of pisnoplapicg ;aod thay quote Limt (was it not he7) ae say.
ing that the est thing in pinno-playing is Technic, ibe
second, Technic, and the third, Teenie (with a capital

Alia

cenmunance wok

due ad has“ Gollewers'”

haggwns thas seme of Rut vdeas have bees well kom same law. To confine onrelres to tbe Geld of piano
Always change Sngers for two or more equal notes,
sel gonacally wewegind tor sant generations. while be teaching: bere je ane clase of minds laying prime especially
one note occurs on the arcs and the
ayver thsaky of deabaug that any ides which he hes sitess oa the’ teaching of technic, “Technic.” say other on thewhen
thesie.

snd cogomnnnde of the pevtemes, beemase there are recy

few vio are wiliag a whaswledge theawaleen as cader
vblspaien te tam foe wens whicd thay got alvewhers, is
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melodic, and
amenity Chee Gomer thes or unzanenachcag ty ee an well aa seiareuting erento people whom we call uamurical. Saf.
“7 dhe silerieo, wad we eae all ef une segmiaioes om toe here te mention Oxersy, Op,
149, MacDouga
l, Sradies

then when the appointed tinre arrives to
fail in keeping that appointment, without sending any

excuse whatever, is certainly an insult tothe teacher,

T think it is eafe to say that every teacher who has been
in the profession any-length of time has, without doubt,

lost one-third

of his time through thoughtlesaness of.

popilt. No person who is making music teaching a
life work, can afford this. No business man could cary
on his

esa in this way and be successfal.

can a

How

er fee] interested in a pupil who misses a les-

ton every two weeks or 90? He knows perfectly well
that such » pupil will never bem successful masician,

ix Melody Playing, Krewne,Op.2, Bertini, Op.100, Heller, That pupil
is an injarytohia teacher's reputation, for “
Grant that there is little real technical training
the good teacher is only knowa through the work done
sw thems, and Userafore fitthe efase for the quick, intelliby his pupils,
tem pops. We are notaulti
about soch. Tho
I read np excellent article on this sabject, by Fredpiece, sure te un gulttly, sad ade smd hs pay the Pidnmoas wacher doen not havengthebere
bed of Procrustes for eric 8. Law, in the August
rons,
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‘Gp. 46,

Ervpg, entitled, “ From a
hin pieme coutaa and strateh™ot the abort and cut off
the lomg cexapante to Gt the bed. Where tbe efforts of Teacher's Correspondence."’ Mr. Law has Aif the nail
on (hghead, ond I bope his article will be read by every

the tomcher are backed ap and eupporied by parental

wpervenig

aad encourapement,

good resulta

Tinerhews otd of (wendy osbes be wecared.

may in

Where this

Some care wad owornight is lecking, thecoase ise pretty

dard one, ad fiw wemrlyaehard when the acholar is
seisrelly qummonl, Of comme, tbe missionary work
thonbd be here dome with parents, rather than with

music papil in the country. There has been a great deal
writen about missing lessons, but like the Irishmgp's
advertisement, ‘People past see It a good many times

before they obserte it.”

- DO YOU HELP?

sclbedote,

The mbection of pieces for onr dal! achalars is nate.
Waar do you do toward elevating taste and spreading
muily & cusition of Gre impertemen,
We kad better retone musical information in your community?
Do you do
rhs popille metrght than give them monic withoot » suything
for the pablic good, or do yoo use the art

Sng, comprebyamitie soelosy.

Where the melody is

terelyforyour own rapport aad graBeation? "Ceo

you lecture on music, do #0 by all means. If you are a
if you cen master an organ, opon the portals of your
Opprniae exe mul be ated There ie a mans of or
church and let the eweet and majestic tones of the organ
wp cubhed vataie on paiad with waelk akeledy, amd she pnp please the poor, giving them pleamre, who, during the
proving Aonmony stacey beht aad mpd.
The work, live witbout muste. ‘Is thera any poor child that
weibeiy an thngeamied with the piss betore he a able to in tabemted, but that bas pot the means to take lessons,
give ber insiroctions. Hf there is an old music toscher
Dorion a Ke pmawter suditalie one the temcler take
th your town, who is ungble to work any longer, aod

alk rgith the herancnie stroctmre may be no elaborate at
se Hacenmge toe psypih. You ot a equally trot that the
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Use pen, Uign erie s food article on musio for
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21. From whos afiiction did’ Minded and Beethoven
yee kato pare afCale ese? ,
Ate else siyominted with
=plnciat who phar Saint wor
Ax shattime did
ioe and Nanini
five 7
Bases Concrtin-cthas played i in ome of cor lange citen Th,
2h, Name a oatobreied madrigalin ofthe 16: oen-

a seu,

Un aa degiveabbs xen that 73 pee seat of Ames

sod wen camgcehennire weawe at inchediog aff pectain
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TUDE

ez

od the gureby techetcwl

sed

WG a rehiwed amlicmce--end

give

played 1 well—ehe canned

veicul tnnguage the difference between the
the eite, nog tel) whalers the dilfereat reed:
tethoaa of the doaeinaat revesth. These two ilar

fiose of one sidedaews are not leolated casce—tbere are

"Ewin
wustheorleteatarofthe.Qrertare?
28. Why were Glack and Pisein]
rivals?
36 Naswe alx Oretorics by Handel. ~

22, Who introduced the “+ Intermersi'' for the Or-

‘ehesire apd divided the

Aria?

28 Name two writers of a Requiem.”
many others, Ix ovasrr or te ax,
:
29. Who wrote * Phe Christmas Oratorio?”
Tas Rewanr, Let schools, colleges, and private
380, Name two of the masters of Beethoven.
tutors inavgurate, in all departortnte, classes in different
81.
Who wrote '' Preciosa," Robert le Diable,” and
Abetens be eubuten tated.
branches of theory—oot more than six in a class, and © Dinorah?"!
Why us 8 that in almost any State meeting of uusi- have workly recitations, making the theoretical work a
82 Where and when'was ‘'8t Paul” produced?
88. Who wrote The Harmonious Blacksmith” ?
oaea, where, presumably, those take part in the pro- part of the course, In all the work doze the pupil
84, Which wag Mozart's last work?
grammes who are best qualitied to speak anderstand- should be graded and net be permitted to take ap a new
86. When Hiindel was twenty years old what operas’
tagly oa subjects they hare selocted,—why is it that beanch of stady before thoroughly completing
what he did be write? _
cumaye, discussions, and arguments are addaced in suj)- has gone over. Examinations should be held each
86. Who wrote the celebrated “Art of Fugue" in
pott ot fom theories and ” original ravuitios" which semester, or each month, snd the student should attain the 18h century ?
87. What isa Nocturne?
an ordinary sodent-—one possessing a definite knowledge a grado of oighty per cept. at least. Qnenrolling, papils
. In whosé reign did Tallis ive?
‘
of tiheoretunat wdees—would brand and prove tallacies! ! should be told that theoretical work is obligatory
Name two opera writers of the 18{h century,
and be
Oi shall bq gue sndeavae, im ibe apace allotted, t atate
which may surprise wacy bat which oan never

givon an hour for the theory ss well as for the voice,
. Name three of Hayda's works.
. Where and in whose reign was Mozart born?
pipno, or violin lesson. There may arise the question
Steckeapford "(Knight of the Hobby Horse), which of-sxponse_T
maybehis
partially overcomebyinclud- works? Who wrote accompaniments to some oFof Handel's
is rhythmically pleasing and musically interesting. ing the tuition for both brsaches under
43, By whom was ‘‘ Le Nozze de Figaro” written?
one head. SopAs s pices to interest or eotertain children even of a pose the tuition for one semester, one lesson por week,
44, Who was the reigning sovereign when ' God Save
larger growth it is delightful and truly Scbathannesque— be $26 in piano alone. Theory work
the Queen" was written?
in classes of six
46. For whatstyle of music was Chopin noted?
but who would preferitto the snme composer's @minor ought not to be over $6.00 for ench pupil.
State these
48 Give
Gi name and date of birth and death of three *
Soasta or his Hiudes Symphoniques when they desire in the prospectus: piano, harmony,
contemporaries of Robert Schumann.
or
theory,
$20.00.
'
‘vubstankal food for thought and consideration. Still, Tf pupils have means, and desire private leasons,
47, Name a German writer of upward of 600 songs.
they
48. Through whom did Robert Schamann’s works
ts and (so considered) lights of the profession ahould pay the same aa for other lessons,
The
teacher
:
become beat known to us?
will argue tor hours before convention of (supposed with thirty or forty pupils, or even
ten, should have all
49. Who wrote the ‘Water Music?”
Why was it
to be) intelligent wachers on the importance of the the pupils meet him at
his music rooms once each week written ?
movable or stationssy ‘do,'' or on the benefits to be and give part
60, What famous violinist lived in Handel's time?
of-an afternoon to musical history and
derived frpm cutting a certain tendon of the band.
51. Give the names of thrée writers of each school,
studies outside of theory,
German, Italien, French, and English.
Bach, Beethoven, and other great masters wrote and
The teacher should make the hour as interesting as
played music, and students the world over for the last possible by relating
of interest to the pupils
\
,
five conturigg, have advanced art and by diligent and and by explaining andanecdotes
playing compositions from differfouhfol study bare elevated the cause of music to a ent epochs and from different
higher plone than any of the contemporary arta. Bot— play Bach, Boothoven, Godagd, composers, Pupils will
WHAT ARE THEY?
and. Chaminadeallthe
Uy bia * Children's Scenes" Schumann has included

& very

interesting

little

piece

entitled

“ Ritter

rom

such elevation has not been accomplished Quixote like . better
if they leorn to associate the compositions of
these
by assaulting windmills,
and

piano

teschers

Tt is the fashion with pianists

to give, through the medium

of

musical journals and magazines, comprebensive articles
eo every imaginable musical subject’ except theory.

composers with their personality.

Try this plan, brother

teachers,—you will double your popularity and your
suo:

SYMPHONY,
Tae symphony, which is considered the highest torm

cess: Tam now “ proving the pudding —am teaching of musical composition, is an expansion of the sonata,
which again is but the development of the suite, Now,
nine hours a doy every day in the week-and enjoy it, the
suite was nothing more nor lesa than a
bat they bat prove the Am never troubled by pupils
going to other teachers, of contrasted dancegeasures and rhythms combination
rule,
and have o dozen or more carrying “ont my ideas as Couperin,agd otfiek early writers of Europe; vide Bach,
who have
All credit and resognition should be given to W. 8. B, teachers in other achools.
contrib:
sny.dld dances which retain even to this
Mathews, Albert Rosy Parsons, and to other mind’ who
day either their original names er some indication
teir.titles of the people from whom they were taken. in
havo recognized this one-sidedness and given the student
There are notable exceptions,

something to think about on theoretical lines, How
many students are familiar with Mathews’ How ta Understand Music” or with Eleon's or Weilzmann’s
Theoty—set te mention many other statdard works
which

every one who pretends to understand the art

theald be femiline with. I am aware that Iam
Rag utterance to thoughts which have been often but
the misde of other musicians—bat, to my knowledge,in

they hare not been uttered.

It in certainly wrong that

in @ school of aix hundred popile there are not 75

per cent who can define phrase, period, eonate, or
sactarne ;who do nat know anything of the history of
music,
bat have a vague idea thet Beethoven was
arent,

Wagner greater, aad Rach merely a apstom
of musical

taathomaticn
Mull

ta thie same

school of aix handred of tate

pspila, TS per omat. hare a good idea of pianetorte
playieg and ean play componitions of Bach ar Heathoran
iatetligibly, Not kaif of them onaid madalate from
C ta
war give a correct idem af the enharmonic
.”ifaf the dimiaubed seroath, ane write an cight
es
tolody which woald be seceptable, In thie
eae whool thare are gradaaten of Hartaa schools,
aad
puple af teachers whote namten are teepected even in
Gaeceany
Thert aoe sthex aohowle all aver thie
* blemmed tend of lrmedions "of wich Eke anme ia tone,
Thia atade of aif'sita ie nat me muah dite ta the temchene
wa Ge nhool ax no the samgement ahicd allawe
shadienta to wales suck oeae hen ae thee Senire
sad fo ommie othawk, U Raes va aad & papal Coaf prctnie
ome nd
Ue geemtieont emgaaiune ia hin eomacer who weed and Hf
salbs to do ae, play am auationsie candeaee —PUR, tia

@ARABANDE,

QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION,

The sarabandé is of Spanish origin.

form

it was

a wild,

suggestive,

In its Original...

not over roper*
dance, accompanied by the click of andcastanete
and oceans
1, Give the biirth and-death of Beethoven, and name
sional wild yells from the Ypectators
.
‘The aame was
one of bia work:
given
afterward
a
atately,
to
dignifie
d
measure
,
alihoat
2, Who wrote " Manfred,’! “The Mount of Olives,"”” identical
to the Pavan, as may be easily seen from
and ‘Les Huguenots"?
fact thet the slow melody,
"* Lascia ebio pianga,”’ the
by
8.Name two celebrated German Musicians born in Hindel,
was
a
sarabande introduced
opera, +
the same year. Give one work of each.
Almira.” Worda were set to it and theintovocalhis number
4. When and where was “ Elijah’ performed?
introduce
d in ‘ Rinaldo,”
the opera which provoked
é 5, State the difference between an Oratorio and an
the dissppointed sneers of Addison.
pera.

P
6 What is the differance between an
Anthem anda
NN
i. Give date of birth and desth of Hiindel,

Motet?

Gavorrs,
The gavotte is a dance of French origin; itis of @
8. What is a Sonata? Name some great writers of lively
yot dignified character, and anid to tale ite name
Sonata,
from the Gavots or Gap men, inhabitanta of the Lown of |
9. Who wrote the Operas '' Almira,!? La Traviata
Gap
,”
in
the uppor Dauphine. It was mostly used by
“Daphne,” "* Aleeste.'' and “Le Propbaie?
40. Who

wrate Tha

Lay of tha Bell,”

Don Gio-

vanni,'' and ‘The Ceastion?"’
11. Who has beea styled the founder of Modern
Symphony?
12 Give date of birth «fd death of Mozart
and
Rapda.
ts8
Name two contemporarion of Haydn and give a
work of each.
$4. What mauician te maid w hariho‘i on soqeainted
Proctoal
ly with all stringed inetraments?

is
1S Gare date of birth and death of Spohr,
and name
wea cf Bie Oraterion,

the old composers for theatrical purposes, more

rarel:
ts a:social dance, and in the olden time
performed
to the accompaniment of the bagpipe itorwasmuscite;
for
this reason
most of the old composers always added a

musetie or bagpipe tane as alternating to their gavoltes.

RIGAUDOR.

Tho Rigandon, or Rigadoan, was, at the beginning of
the eighteenth century,

in eximence.

the mont popular form of dance

Stacks of new books

* of the
seweat rigadoona danced at court" and sheets
issued every
Yast until a new fashion arose aod thewererigadoon
B48 Whe wrcce “* Gheron," Hl Trowatore 1",
disappeaees 4 coriain Mr. Ineac, a dancing master,4eho
42 Giwe main wish
bik and death of the ined atUne
end of the uevenieenth contory, in said to be
comport of 8. Panl date aadof " Wivjak
the derenton ofthetdance.
Propch claim that it is
de When wae the Lohgentag
wren, aad by & dasce of Provence, of « The
character. generally
wbsccasa *
perormed by a mat and « heely
woman, apd deriving ile
$2 Giiwe stem wether of * Tamoredi,” “ Roraca“
and etre Som
“Dap”
wn named Rigaud,

eed, D. Pansoxn,

pasranncenareten
re:

BEW PUBLICATIONS.

easnet bo given.

PRACTICAL
©.

Bexyerr,

City, Mo,

\

LESSONS

IN SIGHT SINGING, by 8.

Price 60 cents.

We desire to call

Leaa Bros., Kansas

your

to
bat recently published, and attontion
which bas

this now work,

slreaty weakened
a lively interest among magicians and
toschera who
have
author

exautined into its educational
claims for this book that

features.

The

most concise
and practical, from an educationalit isthe
standpoint, of any
work over published on the subject of reading Yocal
uusic or singing at sight. The work contains no exercuaes in part singing, nor any part songs,
is strictly
8 study \pok 80 carefully compiled and but
systematically
progressive that the average singer, after a careful
study

of the exerciges thronghout, may be able to sing

almost any vocal composition at frat Bight.

LETTERS OF FRANZ

Two volumes.

LIS2ZT, collected by La Mara,

Cx. Scrinxea's Soxs.

Price —.

Volume IL of the Letters of Franz Liezt (a review of
Vol. I appeared’ in September Erops) contains lettera

written from Rome,
Weimar, and Peat.
ey are
- absorbing interest, covering, as they do, his«lifé fromof

tact. Even
hone who have ettained the
namedinthe realms ofcreative art,isfoundgrealest
« high

feing ipod
two

work In most

TABLES FOR THE WRITING Of BXERCISES IN
heavy paper
THE STUDY OF HARMONY, Series IE
CLC.
Merrss, We, A. Pox & Cu., Now York, ByPrice
50
with » fow bars of the leading theme
ote.
oe i
Sach an addition to
literatare
Those exervisos ary well thought out. The author is “
wolcomed and widely circulatmusical
ed.
authority on study of harmony. They are practical,
40
L.
Maxonesren,
clear, and of convenient fora. “Every teacher who is in
Or great interest to those of our readers
aay way (ntoresiod in karmony would do well to examine
need of music for use by childreagin achool who ha’
the work.
entertai
ments,
aro Novello, Ewer & Co,’n ' School Songs."
Thoy are written in unison and for two end
three parts.
They are published with both the staf and tonic sol
fah
Botations

degree of wordly eterpriss,

Clementi grew rich throng bis rare business talent, *

aad
onthe failurebfthe firm in which be had anintereat, he determined to conduct it himself; the ventare

proved

a great success,

The property of the firm, at

we

one time, amounted to nearly a quarter of a’ million
of

dollars,
J. B. Cramer was the foun
ofder
the music house which

atill bears that name.

a

Hindel was never successful until he undertook the

. They are decidedly interesting masically and
are singable and varied.

management himeeltof his concerts and oratorios.
It is hard to single out any for special mention,
Even Beethoven bad a practical business scheme of
but the
following will be found usoful and pleasing:
‘*Sleep, publishing an edition of his own works, which was forPretty Songeter,'’ for two parts, by Roland Rogers;
haunting him,
{;Dhe Bell March,” two parts,
Brabham ; everBusiness
“The Goomes,"’ three parts, by by James
and worldly enterprise are not prominent in
Moffat; ‘* Wake
Up, My Merry Mastorg All,” threeAlfred
the
musicia
parta,
n’s life for the reason that the mind is
Motfat; ""Summer Longings,” three parts, byby Alfred
H. Don. absorbed in something nobler.
ald; The Old Church Bells,” two parts, by A.
Ronald
Tho muses are jealous mistresses and must possess the
Rogers; ‘Oar School Band," unison song for boys
W. J. Foxell; ‘* Early Rising,” unison song, by Foxell.b whole attention. Were music less captivating, musiThe same firm has
cians
would be more of the ‘‘ earth.earthy.”
While success from a business point of view may
bring

added a largehumber of most
excellent part songs for mixed voices as well
as for male

and female quartet aud chorus,

of use snd in calling attention to them we would aid worldly comfort, the talent which brings it about is of a
directors of singing societies and choirs
in adding de- low order. Many a man has failed because he could
not bring himself to many of the sharp practices required
‘able selections to their repertoire.
They are well worthy

“To the Woods," choras (three

for female voices
by Hamilton Clark, will please andparts)
is good for concert.
“The Rook

for success.
.
Failure in basiness may nlean a fitnesa for loftier

AFTER 6 musical education the first requisite for
suc-

’

Sits’ High,” four part song for men's
voices; by King Hall; *!To
also for men's
voices, by J. F. Bridge, and Phosbe,”
‘The
of Night
Aronnd us Steal,’’ for men's voices, byShadea
J. Varley Rob-

things.
r
S41 to ISS,
Schnmann has said, “strive to become « better and
The same harsh criticisms of his origi
nal compositions were prevalent then aa now.
better
musician,
and the rest will look after itself ;””
In- erts, are three
excellent numbers, and ‘* The Shepherd's
deed, we often read hie refusal to allow friepds to commeaning, no doubt, that worldly success i bound to
Choice,”
promise themselves by their production.
It is very Grows a by Alexander Thomson, “On a Hill there follow great attainmen
Flower’ by C. V. Stanford, and “The Skept. This is trueifthe rest of the
interesting to read Liszt's firm and
yet temper- herd’s Elegy,"
by Alexandra Thomeon,
Ate comments upon this criticism, manly,
mind is well balanced. A roundly developed natare
‘olde Grmly of
good part writing for mixed voices, are specimens is, after all, the great desideratum,
on bie way, writing mass after mags,Heoratorio
after
These are but few of the many interesting part songs
oratorio, a well as shorter works, and says he
Where.'well-qualified musicians have not succeeded
and unison songs issued by this enterpris
wait patiently for their publication. The tone of can
ing firm,
his
there has been a lack of some of the sturdier virtues.
letters in oll matters relating to himself ig characterized
by good sense and a conacioysness of his own
The musician's art allures him constantly from this
Hiswords of praise for the work of othera has worth,
practical world, so that he has ever to be on his guard _
a sin.
cere ring, and he knew how to refuse requests
MAN
CANNOT
LIVE BY TALENT ALONE,
lest he become: unconventional in thought, manner, or
yet with gracious courtesy. He took an firmly,
active
appearance; and let it be remembered that he must not *
‘oterest in musical matters, and, by his Advice and
personal aid, did much to help forward worthy enteralways walk with his head in the cloud lest he stumble,
BY THEO, PRESSER,
prises..
We are tempted to quote many extracts
for while wings may be for angels, only feet are for men.
which illustrate his views and show

his
on
with various art-movements, but will havé connecti
to confine

gurselvos to only a few, In @ lelter
Franz Brendel,
Written i August, 1862, be says: “Tto have
fished out
hore

cess in the profession

is business method; by this is

meant all the correct means that can be employed to
a very talented young pianist,
by namo,
who makes a Gret-rate partner in Sgambati
duets; it would bring snecess to the well-qualified musician,
please me to go throughthe whole cycle
A business instinct is far reaching, especially in the
of symphonic
poems with him.’'
We’ read much concerning thie work of teaching—it is an ‘ Argus-eyed'’ protector
of
“tulented young pianist,”
who
since become a the musician's pathway. No one thing can
celebrity in the pianistic world, in bas
be more
his later letters. Of valuable to him.
Bulow bo says: '\ His individuality
It
prompts him to correct his misiesuch an excepional one that ite singularities must be allowed takes; it curbs any evil propensities; it
will inapire
scope." In speaking of the performance of a Peslm him to make his word aa good as his
bond ; it teaches
he yrites: With notes alone nothing cau
plished ;one thirsts for soul, spirit, and be accom: him to place a cofrect estimate on this world’s gooda
life. and to give some thought
Ab! composing ig a misery, and the pitiful actual
to his fature well being.
of Business instinct
my Muse appeartome often like foundlings children
does not permit the violation of any
in
a
hosPital, wondering about only ag Nos, so and-8o!”
rule
of
good breeding and morality.
writing to Breitkopf
and Hiirtel in regard to s pianofo In
Edison bas said that “'it takes ag much talent to
rangement of Beethoven's Symphonies, he apeaks rie
make
of ‘@ success of a patent as
sach an arrangement aa only an approxi
it does to inventit,’’
Itrequires
mation. “* How ‘48
ineul into the transitory hammer of
mach
talent
to
keep
money
aa it does to make it. A
the piano breath
apd soul, resouance and power,
and inspiration, teacher with mediocre talent, with good business methods,
color and secent? However, Ifulness
will
at
least
endeavo
will
r
make
a
greater
success
than
one with extraordinary
to overcome the worat difficulties and
to furnish the talent, but
shiftless and regardless of business customs,
pinnoforte world with as fabfal ae possible
an
illaatra~
hon of Beethoven's genius.
compelled Business integrity, is net easily formed. It is looked
to praise their own work " Thoselackwhoof are
interest upon upon by the world as one of the most valuable possesthe part of others will be throngh
encoura
ged
by
the following : sions, a6 it requires the strongest character to with“ Ong must praiao ono'saelf, especial
others too stand the various
ofton failin doing wo." Of Saiut-Saénaly wowhen
temptations in the baainess world.
read]
,"
mast
Thore is a mistaken idea smong some masicians
that
they are not amenable to business laws or customs;

THE LABOR OF TEAOHING.
Frw persons have an idea of the laborious life of a
music teacher. A remark made to me a

short time
ago.
caused me to observe and reflect upon the
way people

to the

cause

of the

progrese

of contomporancous

which I doom ican houor to hold and

art

The

remark made to me was this: * You have an easy and
pleasant way of earning your livelihood." Evidently
my friend saw only the reapectability of my profeesion,

knowing nothing whatever of the tedium of drilling

has dragged him down to oblivion and dingrace
,

and reoalty. exercies ieaa infigence than in
The musician's lif, and especially the teacher's, is
the old
fosherst. I congrataiate
on this and gite you my very closely connected with society; whatever
bast wihes that pou may yoshappily
will inparane
thia
noble
Jare
him socially, will also professionally. Next to the
carver of an arciat, with work, parueverancn, resignation,
modesty. ard the impertar
physicia
n
comes
the
teacher,
bable
in the social world; on his
deol, sock social prominen
as was icdicated to pos at Weimartaithby inyourthe aionercl
ce rests bie success,
y at
tached FL Lise
This volame lsema with pointe
Masical gitta are not incompatible with busipess
of great isteroat to ail cashciaa
s, bot farther eversete talents Mosiciana, aa a ralo, possess
average besiness
hy

a

pupils, of the talks and explanations and illustrations,

which'sometimes tax one’s powers of inveution tothe

very utmost, in order to make points clear.

And with-

out a clear understanding of principles, echolars cannot

rogress in a manner entirely satisfactory to a teacher,

The may learn to play; but it will be greatly
by imita.

tion, and then only @ certain class of compositions. I
think there ia a psychological view of the case to be
taken,

I mesn as to the éxistence of. sympathetic feel-

ipg between teacher and pupil.

When o teacher pos-

sesses that certain something—power of attraction, animal magnetism, mental attraction—cail it by what name

‘ouwill, it ia that sabtla something which attracts and

to plange into all aorts of dissipation and
being equal) is more certain of success than the one
doing ia the mark of « great artist. This bravado wrong:
spirit who pine ascendancy by tho sheer force of being

haa blighted many a bright musical career.
It has been
asa millstone around manya musician's neck,
that

“

amateur performances as they are familiar with, but of

the real acience and art they are utterly ignorant.

‘olde in its
grasp-—I say the teacher who
esses this
that they can ride over everything society holds sacred
; element of character (the qualifications of attainments
that

eaatain. It sooma
thal, among you, the cavillings and blunders
and stu:
pidiuies of a critioiam adulterated by ignorance,
entry,

3

generally regard music as a profession; I mean those
who know nothing whatever about music beyond what
they hear in the concert room, or can judge by such

learne
M

48 a profession is a pleasant, bat by no moans

an oasy one; but lova lightens labor, and while we are
willing to admit that to drill litde ten year-olds on fivefoger exercises, scale passages, aud wiist action is not
conducive to one's
wathetio taste,
yotthe powertoimpart knowledge, to train those little Shgore until: they
are light, elasiio, and strong, to teach the little minds
jast budding into the power of thought, to cultivate a
taste for the traly beautifal and refined in the world of
molody,—thés is the care of the musio teacher, and who
will deny Chat among the world’s educatora the music
tescher oocapies a front rank 7—Mustoal World,
:

4
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GLL DING TRE FELL,

OY weeDaMiE

ETUDE.

adse .Eaobiibag Spucep, Bint King: Pages Tein in ©,
ime 5Fama Perges Sandy, Lyman, Spuminied, Litt

Law

lit; Pesey Prageun, Mita,

Bemus of themite:”» meuttioein,
aa
weed Inelangte hem

SNGh, mictaphomaslly speulbiog, iw comeing weieia:

digher clas of suliom sexabe, ace pastbonlaaty onlemtated

scully Remgeacealslic, frat ab thie wmiee Game Udingremmmbiie,

te Mave

shout a Luageeembicawns,

though

{a ste mind of the werage pms pagit Weve wane be ciematy
doabta aa ta a incdingeruabhenwin, Yas eome wheleree Lake Gémera”
Hew aatey tear are wed,

lithe

tad how young woe
fobs,
reper Gugebng, ky, foyealetha bmpwichond
Sn any Whowey, pointed axtone an1712, I Gnd this mateBEBE fmm

%*Although Users iamo cortade-rele tobelaid down for
ve peodl hy them, 1g “ Boenee on following lemons may bee groat inlet to 4 ifwell
gh
(Ase Genter See) are really pootio, and werved|" and ia “the following leasons” one ‘Bods
keowe, ace well
ease of cactetiqn im goplle wut
worth wtedy,

Sepering of any Sane that you may megtwithyet
; the

The Guest

skipping ose over the other with a variety
teow maa y aighivacy hamred, vee the inexwemlbic condition are: Sunday Merning at Glion, Promenade A Chate- the Gogers
is pasaling even if interesting, The fact that the
of inbox connected with way attiatix development. They tard, Le Besquet de Julie, Le Fane de Gondales & Ve- thal
early books on fingering epeak of the “Italien method
wan mont owed shes iewining are peeciely thew who vey, and the Barcarolle, which lal, thoogh perhaps of
Gngering" continually lenda me tobelieve that the
amend ater the ment tovely.
tatber cioying is ita sweetness, gives rory eifective Ttaliana contributed
their share toward the proper deThere ia ay lack of maker Wor the ead propoved— practice in pinnissime playing, They can all be had in velopmeot of
technic in ‘this direction. For the
vader, the mane ot vindew for the puanoissimply over the Peters’ odition, eingly or complete, Other pieces terrific
order of fingers used in scales or arpeggios

helsing

Soave teachers advocate the hervie remedy aare Silver Spring, Dornrceschen,

be-

In the Gondola, and

foré this epoch, I may refer the reader to Franklin
oF theowing tivccs il overboard ,they claim that better Idéal d’ Amour, Two or three of Bendel's composi- Taylor's
excellent article on ' Fingering’ in Groves’
cmnlts can te obtained by comparatively simple techni: tions afford # very welcome addition to the repertoire “ Dictionary,
" or tomy own“! History of German Song.”
cal exercusmn devwed to work directly againat the moss of the advanced pupil: they 6ll the place of steppingPhilip Emanuel Bach is generally credited with havcommon teulta and weakasssen,
As such axorcises do stones to the were difficult concert pieces of Liszt.
ing brought his father'a method down to the-present
net vEvoil¥e (ae use of uotes, the sudent’s attention is
time by means of hia “ Versuch ueber die wabre
tree te big devoted atively wo the proper mode of execu:
Art
das
Klavier eu Spielen.”” This book, pablihed in 1762,
cea, undoabiedly a great gain when wo consider tho
ON FINGERING.
may
be
hold as the first tangible system in “fingering;
bap hazard practice of the avermge pupil. This posiSomxtaivg or irs History,
yet one exception may be made, and that exception
hoa, theoretically speskiog, cannot be gainaayod : 1 beproves the statement made above, that we owe somehere it quits possible to form execution, mechgnically
BY LOUIS C, ELSON,
thing to Italy in the matter of development of fingering,
coasidered, to its highest point without the -use of
I qacte from another book on the subject,
audos, Tuasig regarded them superduaus ;he excepted
entitled
Tr might be of interest to the readers of Tas Ervpe “ Pasqnali’
s Art of Fingering,” which, unfortunately, in
valy those ot Chopin and iClementi; bis technical to know something about the
history
of
fingering.
‘The
the
edition
which
I
possess,
has
no date, butasPasquali
practice was douo by moasis of figares which be invented earliest mention
instraments in a more modern
died in 1757, we are not supposing too much when we
with » now to meet the difficalties in the works he wag senso, is found in ofthekeyed
"' Rules of the Minnesingers,"’ by presume this work to precede
that
studying at the tine, Osear Raif, of dumb thumb fame, Eberhard Cearne in 1404,
of C. P. E. Bach.
and the writings of Jean de He states hia claim for
priority thus in his preface :—
discards studes eatirely. Ho is of the opiniow that but Muris, in the preceding century,
give
no
allusion to any
“The kind reception that my ‘ Treatise on Thoroug
(tle ts attained by techuical practice of any kind keyed instruments whatever,
h
The early keyboards pre- Bass’ has met with has encourag
which is not done every day. He bas arranged what ho sented a black surface,
ed me to publish this
as only the raised, or chromatic, work, which, I think,
iswanted rather than the other,
cally a pocket technic coreg all difticaltics in piano keys were white, exactly
the reverse of the present
se Tnever met with anything published on tho subject
playing, and this he requires his pupils to keep up con- custom,
in any language." *
stantly, walling them to bring him no études,
As most of the instraments with keys (the olavichord
—_— +1
My plan forthe pupil of this class ia never to uso 8 was 8 noble exception)
could
give
only
a
continual
study where a piece can be used to gain n technical staccatd effect, without any
shading, it ia natural to up: * REOOGNITION OF
port, In this way only # tow Gidea, illustrating specTHE WORTH OF OTHERS,

tal practice, need be lesrned, but these should be thor

ougtly mastered.

Most writers pf études say the eame

thing over and over—three of four out of ten or w dozen

in s book or set of studies are enough for practice.

In

* Cuorny's * Rrades de la Vélocité,” for instance, the firet
Useos studies, with perhaps ibe Gfh, answer sll ordinary

pose that the players paid littleattention to the fingering.

As late aa 1619 the learned Schultz (better known by
his Latinized name of Pretoriva) stated that it was absurd to make a fnas about what finger should be used on
this or that note, and added,

‘let the pupil strike with

any finger, yes,with his nose if he wants to, providing

requirements. In hia still more useful Op. 740, the fret he geta the proper note clearly."’
(wo of the Grat book and possibly the third, with the butAt this time the thumb was not nosed in performance,
was allowed to hang helplessly down in front of the
sith aaa pedal study, in the second book the second keyboard,
eady in thirds and the fourth for the left band, are all protested As late as 1720an eminent writer (Mattheson)
against

Ahat are rally essential for study.

“It is seldom worth

while ta ¢indy even in this way more than one or two
bonks ey bat of studios, and the beat are generally
foaud amdng the frat. In Tausig's selection from
Clement's" Gradat ad Parnassum,"’ an well ag in
yon

Bulow's odition of

Chopin's Brades,"’itis interesting to

One

the use of the thumb in performance,

result of this was that the so called “American

Fingering" came into use Bret. This is the oldest
Gingering of the history of technique, and deserves
rather to be called the ' EoglishFingering,’’ for it was
carly used in England, and ia to-day used more freely

there than anywhere else, It came about from the
fact
tote that thee selections are largely chosen from
that the Gogers only were used in the olden time, and
earlier Atudes The beet and frosbest thaughta aeem the
to therefore when the thumb was employed thig nombering

come

Gest,

The advantage

of the étude ia that it in

always in endenee , < wapil cannot ignore it, aain
case of finger szercisos, scales, ete. which are, os thawea
Mow fon expetionce, cory eaay to forget. Then they
aire technical Gesees in rhpthamie form They require
scewnt amd climar, which are often neglected in purely
beget woe,
Uh may poate sencwable to poung teachers if Tadd a
hat of preven’ whieh T have tognd cefal
technical
tearusng, They are giton in peogremnive ia onder
and
aaberaliy belowe tothe rank of salna mate,
Pox,
Ril The Zephyr, Coates Dancing Lemres,
Hob
Lark's Maraing Song. Kalling ;Spinning
Wheel,

was not disturbed, but the newcomer was numbered

“0," 80 thet the fingering
gering ran ‘0,

1, 2,8

4"

In

England very soon a change in the first figure was made,
and it received a sign as follows W.
In writing

BY W. F. GaTEa,

A
x
Tax ability (¥evognize the good points of othere in

musical matters, or to have the grace to acknowl
edge the

superiority of more talented or better educated people ie
not, to say the least, common among professi
onal
musicians.

Bot this is true: the greater the real merit of » mwn
others; while byacontinual, depreciation of the work
sud

the quicker he is ready to recognizé that quality in

ability of others one only shows his smallnes
s of.
soul and frequently crestes in the minds of his hearers

exactly the opposite impression to that which.he desires,

In proportion as we have merit we will recognize merit
in others. Greatness has an affinity and admiration for

gréatnesa that will not be silent.
Homage to one that excels ua but proves our
own
right to appreciation,
We at once think more of an

artist or teacher who speake enthusiastically and appreciatively of the work of some brother musician, But
how

are told what Mr. A. or Miss B. gannot
thie sign, however, the teacher often hurriedly made an do, andoftenwhatwe failures
they are, and how seldom do wo
‘"x,"" which gradually led to a change in the printing of hear
what they can do ak how little are their abilities
the character. There ia no really valid reason why the
their successes mentioned.
English thould cling to thia marking to-day any morp andThere
is a lesson for us in the words and actions of
Uven that they ahould retainthe names of ‘ semibreves!’
two of London's great musicians, on the occasion of
or “minima of medieval notation; although one
Paganini’s fret appearance in England.
Einglieh teacher defended the system becatise
When this-greatest of fiddlers had ceased bis playing,
thamb is not a finger," which would be all right if“the
we Mori, himself a Gne violinist, got up from his seat and
wore
stadsing
anatomy
instead
of music. In old edi- solemnly inquired of those in his neighborhood,
Giiudler, Trill Roade and Valeo fiyrnense, by
“ Who'll
Wwona of Bach I Gnd the Germans introducin
g the Sgare bay my fiddle? Who'll buy a fiddle
Wolleshanpe,
and bow for cigh“1
foe
tha
them,
The
theab
bad been brought in ton pence? Even Mori's “ Strad”
For arpegiion Tove Marwars Beasogernds ;AteE piractioalix
went
a
begging
at
by that great reformer, J. §. Bach.
Anwas tbat price ender the spell of the violin-win
eryanee heen Lawgs
f. Hicomeelile Comes, Griresan vie cane with hia
ard’s playing.
practical intredeciio
n of free modelaHevek im dhe Dell, Geifaeaa, Lomd fram thon tate
Keys (Bach map woly be called the
Jot a” Bay, fipdieey feast ; Whevesae ofal thethetomal
epitez). be wade no omy spo
shart,
0, Caw Maonasstie, EPhae
Nth
Ube wehjert Uf pumps ware adie to play his fegues
with
meeetdang prtamiagnen Papeien, Wn 2, aad Pues te Gomes
Bagese Tey aviight dio mo, Rick Gas a Lome siden adler
Afienties By cle Broekaite, Tine
Eangperomegaig, Uke greater ofwuksivinan had patmed
away, Uke cee of
Lani
Mendig Rua, Qoomudaik : Mer the Gnisnh
tw a tthnn€
erpmneis wenscalled the “ Kpeli
A dint, Wolds
Chavmda a Rows, Aw Gece” thm Sheedy oyguanitiok
. T ieaatensiotiang
‘uo

lat, Paver
am

Alba,

Doman
Wier

Sain,

Mase

eam

Cheetos,

4

Auother great musician was present, Jobn Cramer.
His tribute to Paganini’s playing waa the simple words,
“Thank Heaven,

Jam pote violiniet!!"

.

Canoot the rank and file of the musical profession
lentes something jn thin mater of giving oredit where
oredit is due trom the sititede of
rho head the,

army? Ge do we even recognize thal our armies
hare
commmoking generale?

we ire
Allegro

Ob"A VACATION.
ALBERT W. BORST.
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POLK

- MAZURKA.

Edued by Thos a'Bocket.
Piers giusto.

Suetar sense, Op.18.
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Al owe period
tse thine wogeetispem
A
of
the
world's
history
it was commenly believed and
Nile eeperemce on wabepentest thickiog wril reaesure
‘hem, lint “hot eapwereawe they atv ect tikely to pase sevopted es true tbat the world was fia One great
suiveoaier réfared to look through the telesco
solemn iikey ace doves us a There ate eve
pe of
Galileo beesose he did pot dedire to have bis confide
Inttascetanes. to, vie we
nce
they aro weaciy all oid aad
Be independent
Dave bee cnet amd enqvered over sad agace by strong io the Aristouean erriom shaken.
anough to bare sn opinion, even if all the
HON Aged yen every pom
world
14 atracd to think, and
ces ik
will) act Unsadk, tee tem: that he may be led isto error, denoun
4 Atiractiveness is vot 8 ure
tral be wt sacunteged i do 4a. Bat remember ibat
test
Many
things may appear to be beautiful whichof truth.
mated wraid “w che vely valuable trath.
are not tne.
That which » Some one bas ssid
that
“beaut
sewbens dumrvers tor kimmel aed
and troth are one,"’
nprekends without bot we may be mistaken as to y sbsolnt
help ot 97 Gar the moss twefal of all at he over
e beauty; that
loarta, which is attractive may not prove
to be absolately beanOwe lwthe wiand of car own discovery ua worth more to
tial; theretors, let as require some other
14 thas a whole waniiment meen at second hand. Lot
teat than mere
pleasing qualitios,
1a seg guns ve
1. Repulsiveness is not a suficient argument against
_ Yalze ty tbe
elegy

SEE

anihjerce Sairidage aad sleaanges

‘hee Ciara Binee ol ise powpieuian,

at Be & cena,

wuntind staudent,

,

4

ean spa ihe vemcliee wad mead be proabed ont

Une is worth whateveritwill bring,
which corte fire

The music lesson

dollar nmet be worth it in some
way;
bot at the came time it is a mistake for
any one to imag.
ine that
every five-dollar lesson is twice as good
esa two-

sed-ehalf-dollar one,

In ‘some places four dollars a
places it would be useless trying to get mach In such
yet such places often contaio teachers whons more, and
instruction
is just as valuable os any.
.Moreover,
tach places is often just asiwell off as histhe teacher in
fire-dollara.
lesson confrere,
month

ia all that music lessons will bring.

because the calla on his purse
are

fewer
and not of such extent. I have
known people refrain
having their children study
music with s local teacher,
being afraid that

be was “too cheap to be good,”

forgetting that the teacher cannot
always sat the price of
music
lessons to gnit himself.

ote

As to missed lessons, I am convi
nced that the

trouble
on this scorp that frequently arises
between patron and

teacher is attributable tothe
the theory. The argument of inconvenience is
that there isno definite
not onderstanding of the matter fact
at fret.

always cogent.

fe authority, he must

yof his teacher and give it all duo
Perbapa in go other study ie it s0 com:
4 student whe beliaves only that

cachet has sad.

Hie crterams are all based

the opseronaal bis tescher

sasie of bat temeber.

his taste ia merely the

Thes in of course, great tolly, bot

However, a cerMany of the most neeful methods of tain
way ont of the difficulty is to have lesson
todching are methods that require labor, tht
s paid-for in
do not advance. Make the fea a little less
*ppeal to our ease, Many ondeniable facta
to
those who pay at
ning the beginning 6f the term and that
the great masters and their compositions are concer
will
go toward reconaltogether ciling patrons to the innov
ation. In the case of old
uapleasing to the student of music,
This has been the pupils no
change can be made unless after
bape of: musical journaliem, The temptation has
a three
been months’ vacati

strong to writera on music to place
every

composer in
sn saroral light, to manufacture stories concer
ning him
that would make his life appear beautifal and altoget
her

on, but with every new pupil I wonld

strongly advocate the change,

It may cause a atraggle

at first, bat finally & willbe successful.

If any justificathe toily will be ajstoss equaliy great of declining
tion is needed it can
dar the opinions of others. * If the temlimony of to con- attractive, Let os be independent enoagh to desire the are apt to evince morebeshown that both pupil and teacher
others trath, ead the truth only. Even critici
interest in the work. No teacher
shall agree wh our owg taste and sentiment
am upon master. can work satisfactori
and under: Pieces that are dear to our hearts
ly, if he does not know whether a
should not repel usif Papil‘will be
reg, thea itvball have been demonstrated as
back
or not, and expecially if he is not sure
rue, it is wine and sensible criticiam. Hero
worship has ite of being paid anywa
MFO 6r8 comemred
y. On the other band, the pupil
Sot autre the falsity of narthing that a merely uses, but it alao has ita perils,
who has paid for three months’ lesson
s will
promed bp vourmif There sre many truths
. 80 prone to shirk a lesson for any or every not be nearly
that are
little excuse.
ret dunoorered. Let one beware of weltiog
Further, let it be distinctly anderatood’
ap
the
that lessons
tai ltstoky of bee ewe sedersandicg.
I8 BLIND TOM A GENIUS?
miesed by the pupil will not be made good dnder
Sumply because
any cirve fe Set percerne that « great work if benatfel,
cametancea with the exception of
let
ue
cases of prolonged sickae wary of 4
ue arbetvarity Ubat ut if Incking in all
neas, This will be asiill more effectual way
bY
BE
Layros,
preventMke leauenta of beusty. let ue simply bide
ing the missing of lessons for picnics, parties, ofcompany
the bme
,
vice
anon may be changed, While it in folly
headach
e,
(?)
forgot!
eto.
In
case
of
death,
Some
one
ri
or where
to propound the query, ''Is blind Tom family leaves
for ome
dentine Shakswpoare veble and grand simply
town,
money
a
genie
for
the
?"
lessons
ngg
taken
high
can
time we began to use ‘ discrimi- be refonded.
Deemnae walt enbers din 1 ge eqemily
feolish to ay native emphasi
This may seem an iron-bontd way
of
chat thurs o tottang mBicwe se Shakeeponre
a’’ in the meaning and choice of oor doing things,
bat it in effectual, and does not make any
mmply words, The terma “phil
Semin We Ante sot made mificent
osopher,"'! artist,’ and ““gen- difference
weds to dis- jas,"" are applied indiac
in the number of Pupila. As to the teacher
riminately to objects of mental it will make a wonderf
ol diferonce. He will be spared
mediocrity in a manner io make even
X The cot os an amcnmeaaity toe, There
a. Stoic
are
many
hia grave Atbevinn. Thos a thinker of Rosinawrithe in all doubt and anxiety as to payments, he will have to do
Muscron Wen sue cod and tere eid
nte cali- no dupning, and will have no disappointme
uber ewa for bre becomes a
nts and no
Remnants of yes tha aoe
"philosopher;" the man who splashes misund
qa fomersliy sademingd
erstandings.
& vast aren of landscape (7) on canvaa—whi
A Fonay Meine Thane often demle geaily
le
you wait
Tt is an undeniable Yact that there are
wud
errer,
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called
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a
“rapid
Deon wa ut shh and maeg o¥Gl Uniage
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ns are all right, but
mach mental machinery a# » phonograph who
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who
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Bae Reid ges
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thinking that they are sure
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to
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to pay il when the bill comes due. Peoon
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tea qh Cle tile promitiion Ae Aechda
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Suliamayy 4 hag aniaiind awa Aevncum
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to look at it through a
tele:
aAasgat tor aaeiee aspen, Sednae & DaeDome ae wat very lormiy and eifwcaively diagoownd by a trend of scope,
Various
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en,
debts
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mice
ia prominent buight of physic and saxlpel,
nage
a aust,
Thee wat don a hate wt CRs,
and
a
sod,
maybe,
aterm
of
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yea ok aes, Ranelawrerd: the Khvmpeseue satan ee
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whe: Mare amend pep, but i
dhe musio hy the teacher in the pepil's
sumuneneana,
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Ta the wae way Ue reunion Sor
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to,
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a FbeA 00% THE INU LeeN? taerEec
TION OF UHtibREN Crem tag
PLASCPORTE,
CMaivmad
Oe

Ube

pe

of chliderd

wie

wow

My tems omates vt Tae Bevos, will pou atop
=aument

eight wee aad vbial sé every chukd yon know whe
* pingra Rite,” and couet ep va your dugecs bev many
oH \bem ace able 4o play so weil that thelr mesic i
cmaily aoysyatbe we & perme of anerags aeusoa! intel
grace,
Lewnes yoo tbat, ae cebe, Vey can be easily reckoned
up 0a the kagert ot ums hacd and sull have Gegers to
spars,
Weare making mpd siewdes forward vy media! oul

warn, amd the standard of moment

excellence is far

bigher thas i erer has beon before, but in this ane
pactoular matter,
which te 4 most important one, there
WW at yok co sakiatactury resait.
Masy thocsaeds study the piane, practice most diligesily sed taathfally, and how uiany of them ever
achiere saytheng or aro ever heand of outside the class

recs of domestic circle?
Ask the teachers all over the country bow wany
payils they bare prodceed (o whom they aro wilhag to
pont wih genuine pride as faithful exponents at their
method of joaching Some few-mcatly those who hare
taken the poorly trained pupils of xomebody olae and
s¢patience and isbor iuauiled into them due
regard for the aceties of the art—will bare one of two,
bat these are is the imipority
Ido not ask that every child who fingers the ivaries
should become & Mozart, List, or Rebinstein, bet
merely that their pareats abould not imagine that every
fri whocan play s wala or polks, and who will give
ioasoas cheap for the snke of earning « little extra
pocket money, is competent to teach tbeir children

end

die,

whee Mare wos thud Mhueio tigen

vet hse"

Rretitigg Simaugles,

pear eflce yroue, tea plug tie plume oe ‘dus commley, bow
cra y acy vateltngently inacoustunt*

Genny

tnd be as sibee athe

pieniet of melisma) Somme

8 dee

Bee

m
wane
Bail Daeg Ue Hake children aged inten VennAvot
Shot ke
‘imsgimansiray, Saab neon er age tue asely way tegitprope

Bt Rall a Marea,
TR Chain Mant hmutiniew isenstiacltn, Mey Hint
vanaarin

ETUDE.

was

Deere 4 get dead

Pan
fy coe wan be mcwcmmgedinth Nhe Sewired
reboot, BEEe woe pourtital way s0 foe paFents te nebane
te tte teeis ciiidrem te teacher whore pazils do sot
show every mask of ubosocghly astistic Waising.
OF woetwe the twacker musi work harder with the

vAtid, and 64 will not dy to be inaltontire and abirk tke

dee amoont of alettuens wbich will be foand necesmary ;
bst the cusscientions teacher will ako avy emount
trouble with popila, if heir pining is te be benefitedof
thereby. They oaly need to know exartly what fo do and
fw fo do
The teacher, if fally alive to the fact that
she can wake the children play better, can alwaya
command » bigher price for her labor and ber classes
will bare no vacancies. But it is from the standpoint

of tho child that I make the most earnest plea.

Give

ita goed foandation, musically, aud do not spoil the
little Singers or stiffen up the slender wrista so that when
ita tara comes to go to the famous Mr. Blank, that great
Yirtuceo will deapajr in secret and wonder ‘' what in the
world to‘do with such a stupid and poorly trained
pupil."

BY THOMAS TAPPER,

study of words on the part of the teacher
as

otject was to show that olear thinking is express

Gam.

pa word Slrently trom:

the Growk wud mowvlag dem, or chet which resounds

ikem

skewer,

daw,

1 ie end taprpalvely in medion!

Oyaobadie o--Prom the Greek, meaning anythin
g bollow,

Drew:—A wend ef Northers Earope, mosning in Old
Saxon, noise; in Anglo-Saxon, Joy, aledness ;in
Ice
lendig, a tramped; in Goldic, a sound,

arp -~Perhapa froma Grosk word meaning « sickle;
sndoubtedly
Ube form,

from the similarity of certain linea in

Triangle :—From the Lalin fre: and angulus,
three
angles; bence 20 named from ila form.
Tris evident that this very slight contact with a few
familiar

worda makes their meaning something more
than mere names for objects. If we should
go on and

mady (bem philologically, we should find how laminou
they would-become, And that is the true otject of s
word
windy, to make words luminous, fall of light;
object of all our activity is to gettight, I do notand the
think

that any one will qaestion the usefulness of
word atady,
Jt

ie troe that a great dealsbt it ma
bey
done to what

seems but little gain; but one is certai
nlya novice in

the intellectoal, life who is not Prepare
d

to

that which ia at the center, then hietime
will have been

well spent.

o

He will have learned something, and
he will bave
contracted a good habit which will be an
sid in exact

The ness.

in the most careful choice of language, and thated onlyis
8 babit which can and should be acquired. It isthis
trae,

also, that clear thinking nowhere ghows

Tysepen om Pens) afDye

breathe before we can be in touch with

Iv a previous article to Tex Erops, I advocated the

being neceséary for exactness in explanation.

ixokreccent ot viemate Sexaity wuthe trumpet
seare lie hee (Beatin,

do
work for little return at times. If by word-st mach
ady a
stadent can learn something of the spirit of the meaning in words, can learn to recognize
that mysterious
something which encircles them es an atmosph
ere, of
which we must

MUSIOAL TERMS,

careful

Die m-The Latin waed dorwompat, apyitied here
w an

All that ia no trifling gain.
T should advise students to make

list of every musi-

cal term they use and to seek out the meaning
, at least

aa far as they can, with a dictionary which
gives deriva:

itself more tions and sources,
they should make it 8 habit to
pronouncedly than in the conception of words,
The do the same with and
new words as they leara them, If
more ® word meansto us the more wa can
do with it, there could
be

In music teachin

found time for it, there is

nothing which
g we ate compelled to use certain terma.
kot with (roth go veo much further and say that which belong particul
educates so much in the words of our languag
arly to our work; they are the
e as to
seri may bos pupil of the great aod famous pinniat,
study sources, beginning, of course, with simple words
scientific words of our profession, Whatever
use we make
Me Blak, and Be heraeif an excellent pianiet and
of every-day life, euch as window (which
of these words should be correct, and it ia the duty
still
means
the
of Wind's eye), or daigy (which
lack che Grat principles nea teacher, I
s4 not
means the day's eye), or
fault every one of ua to know 4ll we can about them,
not
of the tamoue Mr, Blask ;hese simply paid to the
pen (which means a bird's feather).
alone in their musical acceptance, but we
give
nknow
taking lessons, which do oot include
them as worda, and try to find whence theysbould
a course in" first
came and
ios.” How many young teachers have said to how they became applied
in music as we fiud them,
THE LABOR OF WRITING MUSIO.
Mex. Thoms, 1 wish you would show me juat how This ivquiry mony be
Reid of s child at ite Gret lessons, Te there any often end in philologtaken very far, and though it might
Ir is very dificult for the inexperienced
ical
argumen
t
or
disagre
ement,
to realize
war te make thea play intelligently trom the
the amount of Isborions writing and copying that
begin- usually a word
are
sing aad how is it posshieto produce a good touch trace ita derivatibecomes full of life and suggestion thwe necessar
y for a composer to do before his manuscript is
and teas in a chid whose fopers are os yot amall and the words which on, By way of example, let us take ready for
represent tho inatraments of
the printer. The manaal labor necessary is
weak |
erm orcheatra, and with no greater help than maythe bemodhad evough to deter one from composition, even wera he
Of conan, in order to do the last, one must bare
irom one of the beat of modern dictionaries,
gifted
a
with
composing ability, A good way for the
let us see
settable piaso, bai iathi age of artistic piano
g, what isto be learned sbout them. The words we shall student to appreciate this isto try copying ina clear, exact
where overy dota:l as ceparde tone and action iabuildin
brought use are the following :violin (the root of the word is hand a few pages of complicated music, or, better still,
well cigh (oa Hate of perfection, averyth
the same in viola and in violoncello), piccolo, flute, oboe, transposing a few pieces from one key into another,
Bet im cwgned to the two Geet questions ingT is posible. clarioce
tepeliod to ask the teachers by what nght always feel tympanit, baseoon, trumpet, horn, trombone, tubs, Beethoven, although averseto detsile, and though not
, cymbals, drum, harp, and Wwiangle,
The as profuse with his marks of expression apd nuance as
silempted te teach wthout keewing how to ther bave
do it prop: meanings and, of same, the derivations, areas follows
erty”
:— some comporers, has given as in bis manuscripts an
(viol}:-—-Perbapa from the Latin rifulari, to cele- example of care and exactness as well as deep thought
Vem there sag aF ie make every child play with Violin
and contiduous study. In bis Overture in C(Op. 115)—
brate a featival, keep » holiday, ba joyful;
perhaps,
tateliigeace end ass
daieh from the mart bp
the manuscript of which, by the way, he is esid to bave
orginally, to encrifice a call (réfidus).
Wa proper ses ardean aad exory teacher shoold giving
sold to a London
Preeaio~liakan for emall, lilo, meaning a aall
stone eres muh the mont gwh ward cheld kuow
one the labor of writingPublisher for fifteen pounds—beides
the + of ite kind--the atmall Bote.
the mere notes it was po inconsidbr.
Praia 4 god Gamed aiid tome,
From the Latin stare, 1 blow; heace flatua, a able tark to properly indicate the sereral effects intended.
siren 9 chad ite det temas for a Fiste~
For instance, the siga sf occurs in this score more than
Blowing, Wien abaz faute, hence fate.
wat to show mp chaauen had cocld be
Oboe: From the Freach Aewdonu, haut, meaning fifteen handred times, and besides thie ign there are
aeanertal peugerty Saale,
Sigh, and bots, wood :4 wocdes intirament of (oom hundreds of othera,—woh me p.p inp a SILLS, op,
Uomak a get of euetews ahis
bad server played,
sfpp eres, dim., ond many others,
paratively) high tone,
2
aad Gao hae
@ fons e vedtrurtian, Ue bat her play
Late cherws, meaning clear. re
wy wigan andl 4 few sitesi Mane af ony pupite for Clastonet ~ Prem
he
forming to the quahty of the tose,
Mert roc eud wemevnl pnen at aiming Radar cumin
Accoxpixa to the new rales of the Paris Cocnerraba Rawoeaos: -~From tha Feench has (lew) and nem (mend)
proemcrs must retire et the age of 10 and must
sa, amine anvamng tn dad Ahad Misa gut glad
, Noire,
mi
ve
01 lene three lonesome a month. Claases are to be
9
+
imalinm
end af Cocaupasetionty; low oF Saep uuind.
vaullangim come, used amd aura! Stew Whee
Fatted Wo 10 propels, exorpl Lhore in harmony, Fiano,
apioneshe’
Temper
thos
Tremere
and Tube,
adore,
end orgen, which may kare 12, Vooal popile most
Hovw
Prom Use Latta sormen the here of
SA ate ae vectone aneth
aad fompaene thet comrne i € yeas, thone in hismony and
tray wane
weal Mca, casdlcwitiong of wha he tint Lotean ware
pune igh. The mimumem ope for adusintion in 18 for
Vege are jueounndiedd co gm rtm, Dee a inky
Gils eld dene
men ang 77 jorwomen,
anti,
The marimem age for singer®
3 penne ag eno Rene,
in HO fr ae wed BA for women ; tor harmony 22, and
Picmadaene
Lain beonidhe, & remit,
for pies Th

UEE

Tiase & Oe tani

teereo mer?

wethdieths Boe Tihneiecie (ws Homma

Aveiitinig wereasiee wal sete ae womding

Maison ia oa gemma mifuciag tho
«stewege
m satel

‘outed

Diente,

callie ite woes"

inglind remem

~
urnvts9 tie vtiew ob iomcunreal unigguncteeene
os
werneiatiy an de eres ~ Pecned dene siamowt
he ow
[nkei cemensiy everziiiog vias ibe saont
teatidicvan aang
seanudee aoulliong "waa regndiy eachebed trom Bagtindsbs
wetings of tbe Vicwseua pemot, whereas today
the
rpuiiae woveiiats weak Ww re with one amether
1 wee
whee ca te thee anughtveat aad the mous shevking. The
ona whe wien iw the beea of the bone, the cesalt
beeg
than oa swomeawe Beds i wecemuary io pot oo a sult
thicker coms of Bus comrue paiat ia voter to draw ation:
fee we Ba glarag precere,
The densa bine followed the novel in thus Yalgar down:

ward voume, gos kas sean! iastc remaised
untainted.
{esna to have been boged ghet wr the
decline of the
old finticaed prime dogae opera, Engtnod
would at inat

lewd tts war oo thecvagh heanng of German

opera,
ssowcimily the greet muase dramas of Wagner, But
just
St the hime was ripe, the theatres were invaded by what
sa Haglisd crise bse apily called ihe * bill-poster”’

viyle of fuhan operas of Mascagni and Leoucatallo,
vub their weruable adultery and murdet and equally

swarte matical stinosphere,
These, with Massenet 8
fast operm, in which artillery fakes the
place of music,
took London by store:
d once more the adrent of the

beat vad poatpesed, in faror of the sensational,
ephomeid shoe!

Seahinke Yankee

Mawart and Beetiaonen \siicceeighh 2 Ghd
hah,

stoma,

tae, an ae to
88 Menigras practice i toe art of asdomrsleg).
1 waa
treat
heite,
Nete bow eeampeasity all the Moe.

vtbocl, it angtanwed, willl, hebaoe be

ad uf ike cnensuny,

—aerit

ne Bon aif, Hie
etaen, ro seanawce ~ Whew 2 wee amvint
ing Oswtih
‘teledbeniionn, wis a Tadae wed sod,
esoaded bn

at wade o aes,

aid all the odoontem who
thelr
Papile thas the renting of wiwical books (9 advise
one of the
beat ways of arvening 99 interest in the greal
compobery
aed their works, sro a drore of domke
Of conrna,
Mr. Shaw is oot sack a fool bimeclf as ra
wo believe what

be mya;

bee if bo bad said what all ube

he wontd bare produced loa‘ effect,”’ rest of os say,
The sentence just quoted occurs in an article entitle
d,
“The Musical Revolution,” which appear
Mesiow! Courier, Both ite premises and ita ed in the
are so absurdly erroneous that I thought, conclusions
sf, that Mr. Shaw, who in good deal ofon a fret read:
wag, was
Wrring to hoax the reader ;but » second
perusal con.
‘inced me that he

shall also turn our backs on the "brilliantly
detestable”
‘wusic

ke a rentable bull in a ching shop, Gling
the ar with

name

years ago Mr. G. Bernard Shaw—
that ie his
had an arucle in the Kaylich i Uustrat
ed Maga-

tive'' assertion), whereas Patti's
soft and beautifultones

can "be heard iu these great spaces appare
ntly

more
intimately than when they are at your
elbow in a privaté
house.”

A fow months ago be weal to Bayreuth
again,

avd, althesgh nowher Loudon nor Bayreuth have
pers
srpeBiy change

thistimel,

T¥now, who ever

have been fondly
in other

sonsucusly beautiful

bot

hall audiences over the Bayreuth
ignoramuses ;
I -must

Taking this as atestand standard, he conclu
des

pass over, as Tue Ervpe is
a paper

for those interested’ in the pianoforte
,
I
worth while to make s few comments
on bis
“ revol
ution

? because ithas been the fashion
lately to sneer at the Pisnoforte
as an unmusical instrament,

In view of the fact that some well-

known critica
(especially in Boston) have lstely
contended that the

tone of 8 piano cannot be modified by indiv
idual
d fail of appreciation ;for some persons evide

touch,
I do not wonder that the exqui
site beanty of our pianos
shoul

ntly
have no earsto hear it. If their
theory were true, why is
it that Paderewski, even asa boy, used
to sit at the Piano,
touching the keys in various ways until
he got the ideally
beautiful tone he had in his mind?

tolla us that ‘the real

Why did Rubinstein

difficulty of piano playing les not
in the playing of scale Passages
and octaves, but in the
produ

ction of a certain quality
that, since the best medern pianotorte produc
es no effect “‘T@ave sat for hoors tryin of tone?" And again,
in thie hall, therefore, it is “a very ugly instru
g to imitate the timbr
ment,”
Robin
i'e voice in my playing, and it is on}y with e of
whereas the old clavichord is
labor

because be, Mr,

fame ig which be described Barreath, holdin
up the
performanows there as models which London g ought
to
‘adate

falnees of interpretation,
eloquence of style.”

these
written for the modern pianoforte,
and there will especially
bea “revival of the best of the beautif
ul music com- thought it
posed before the opera came, in the eighteenth
century, clavichord
and turned

“can hardly be heard foar rows off”
(this is an “' effec-

the sousa of broken crockery, smashing all the vases
and
duhes, pood, bad. aad iod:ferent, and
then lowering his
horns swady (9 rp open any one who refuses to
applaud
fom. [tit amamng to #00 that manyofhis colleagu
arplacd him, and thal, i fact, bis opipions are es do
exten.
rely echoed in the Engliah press,
no matter how
varvosa. paradoxical, and inconmstent they may
be,
A few

his segument, Mr. Shaw is
inary statement regard
heard a pianistofthe

tones that
Paderewski excelled all rivals
It never occurred to me
that whon my friend, Dr, William
Mason, a real pupil of
was in real sober earoest—for the
Lasat, said that in this besnty of
time being. His thesia ia that the
tone Paderewaki excelled
modern pianoforte ig even his adored
master, he wrote h meelf down
‘8 brilliantly detestable instegment," which
an ass.
Kicked out of our concert hallsandparlors and will be If he bad consaltedthe Saw of London, he might have
replaced saved himeelf this humiliation,
by the clavichords in rogue two centaries ago,
“
Mr. Shaw has some equal
8s the reat of the world shall have become juat assoon
amusing rémarks on the
as refined superiority of taste shown ly
in tasteas Mr. G. Bernard Shaw. When
in vocal music by London
thatis done we masic

musicians aside from the single-bearted par.
dor these citeamstances it was perhaps, to be ex
suit of beauty in theirart.”” “A
Pecied thas musical orem also would be affected
man who can tolerate
by
tbe new spert—the desire to say naughty and abbcking Bach and Scarlatti on’a modern piano can tolerate anything.”’
Haul laely, Britiah musical criticiam
The argumentation by which he
omisently 'teapectable' and conservative, has boen
un willing need of this ' Musical Revolution"?secka to establish the
» Bort any one’s feelings, except those of the
is, in brief, 88 folgreat lows: He has often noticed in the Albert
encal genideea, eapectaly Wagaer, Lise’, and Rabin«
Hall, which
holds
an audience of 8000, that heavy, robust voices
Hon,
Bot now London is blessed with a critic
who
acts

pach offools, who, ifthey bad had

would hare pane beck tothesimian

art ad Tevihiores: teogruphioss ase ix hike
soptewen dle
Fowed uf as tools,

the instrumentofthe fatore

Shaw, found that ite tone was

snd tears, bitter as death, that the artist
arrives at per-

joat as fection, Fow
sudible at one end of s ball holding “a fewhundre
d few artists.”
persons" a8 at the other!

Ignoring the amusing illogical drop from
a hall hold{ng 8000 to one holding ‘a few hundred
'' as an acoustie test, let us briefly consider a few of
Mr. Shaw's fal-

understand

this, consequently there are

No wonder that musical culture is of such
slow growth

when the critics, who ought to be instructors,
are those
who
most of all standin need of instruction.

Commenting on tho folly of the proverb “ Birds
of »
feather flook together," Lord. Dundreary, said
(1) It js otter nonsense to speak of Patti's
that of
Beid ap
a4 s model. and could ot Grd words
tones being course you would not expect one
bird
heard
to
go
off
as
“*
and
intimat
flock
ely "ina large hall asin a small room. all alone
te ewaggh to condema the unapea
itself. But, I think, Mr. Shaw is the excepsteean and .eferortty of got only the ringingkuble wretch She has sung in the New York Madison Square Hall, tion whichbyproves
but even the wbere ber voice sounded like
the
rule.
He
has
gone
off
and
made
omcheuteal plageg at Barreath.
a fiute on the
of Mount 8 little “Musical Revolation””
all by himself, Long
Tacoma. Mr. Shaw ought to read Berlios's topremark
Nice ta apa i be pansied by euch
a on ‘may he revolate!
indiscriminate icon:
large halla in ' A Travers Chants” where he
‘
otlaam Ratreg ane te Che tight
sbows how
and the Bert moment to ve
most vibrate with the mosic to really enjoy it Even
tha leh. bate moment's telectaa shows
the
d operwtically im the mesntime, bo pow
Lowdve

ice inwartanas of id Mr Shaw ta umply
titasraton
of the Jn de seule eethed be we ancther
“blowi
feo, waned Gaels and ocking things ng bus owe
1 onder to
be talked
shaat pmet Abe the Sarwd
Chremds, Oncar
Wiltan, aed Waaiu gion
Yow ap pean a howard per

tora im the dhowet wuautet oeeambering
1 share sid Cand at w coeaer aad ualaay bet if cae
every
veo
Puan aiatg «Kh 9 ak Mam, wee aeoRid one af
all re
w
het devrerting sa We Baw we are
Ai fonds
sad fio ue aaias Hharuy 9 Kee
wettoniin, EF pon bitten ot ve ofed acidawcodsernetitieean
ad tag paw
ares honk, ‘kW a BO
a,
axiew vend
SF auutey gic tackie feng
rm ung
altctiete,

lacion.

in the Metropolitan Opera House, Paiti’a
is not
hoard to halfaxmach advantage asthemore voice
robust

and
powertul Voice of Illi Lebmann, Matern
a, Brandt,
Niemann, Vogl, Fischer and others, whose
(ones cannot

compete ig sweetness and pority with Pat's Indeed,
1 Agen: large opera hocaes tbat hate driven voic
of
es
the
Pratt (pe from the sage,
{75 Te reason why tbe pianoforte is
not eBostive ina

MEMORIZING MUSIO,
Ee learning a big concerto, I first divide it into
phrases
and thoughts by reading, “Then I learn the finger work

absolutely withoot expression or pedal, to make every
lnage hall te 901 becumee it lacks bewsty of love, bat
be motion perfnot. This is horrible dradgery, bot
essential.
Be tone cameo be mfieutty prolong
md mad No matier what you think ina pices, you
imtemndnd i make A efavtive a diatasce,
cannot exprose
Neverthe. 4 GH you have mastered the mocbanism—wh
Yen T awe bewed Poterewiks anobe a warmer
ich moans,
ixtimnehe tame from a Bimtwwny Grand as theond more completely mastered it,
Meee
Then
comes
the
altering
of
Pelikan
the
personsl
Oper
ity, or the
Bases Qua Paltis aoakd prague wth
some Me Ritson hhge asus Yat smaaumafenainltions yp oie
ker sinking
of eet! in the thought of the oompaser, Thir
ak ky Sau yuetuntis
Me BA GINS Sheamatnise Ra ie”
awww
be
dome
te sensic we in scting.
Phe madioe iiemsctame + sem ay aveut
of any kind
ae ney tetas
HE ned weeny Has i gee & pki
ion trem wud of Cee weeluat wine ape iaveluable Mints
she rasan bon wallow sumed sid silaaity
wt thie time—aay
Shae Asean re ve gM gs eenowedin
themd, oon wich i ie Ching wh te the componer's
ent Aaa ee, SF Ero oa inipK
mind,
hebite
of Phomght, in:
Mir wt ait alae propety qupitiib, singin
ewemnd wR we aoe tn he geile
spittin for Qe pamiewer oomposition, sta.
fe ke wacom Bean wher,
Beok's
Mad wend
scaring ve Dein, we aun senate
4 ue af gunh Es Siam

aciowie Meeeetone, Aye Ree

onene

a4 the task dithered of wl) compenitions Yor Ube.
Gnu aun
died —Praitunies Rota dusty,
haenia eenaibawrity macmors.
ute He muy ing ue ooDanmea
EL male 4ll other sompamittonis Merits aya.
meen, Mine Mm Of She een Aaron pict’
Sal Binet Pestion,

oe
a)

DOS.
tte Bee Hovom |
TEUMS AL

zamena,
§ Reeawe pewtoetity well Ube
Nomads permucie Wate, wind Simeoriome hemteeedily sbeorw’, Ube
et ot soupy
oe Ube pinmadonte.
Tey Laan meerwlly

Cannan agin, at Laat,” hs siden’ « Sivewmaeging exe
hee ni cnamnteonl guittiordnacncen wnery memmint, 1 aaineedly
taathn tee tiny Mot Wo hincaue & tema atemy of pimninia,

of this yaorance

in the face of the enormous

sevaat of piase tacking that goos on has causod me

w

woader

whethee

the teachers

were

not

in

certeig Mas 6 maporis ofthee mimcemewive Ube ies

Xow, i

(Trl corms us heme muasit of veo, boph 2 ia prowitieely
Balesactioniog io bene vie cominceke made xpon thet
pinging by the mamivers of shett austieucon 1 have
futumd Wad lew parma are roleble oamibe sabject of
vwlin gt ‘cello plaging, whole every cae bas as aban
dase of oysnisas Ws expeeus io regard w plas playing.
The cvmeoo wt aot at all ditfieat
peewad, speakiog compareively, sudy the playing of
buwed ustcuments, bet the piace w the tumiliar friend
of the boumheh Alssost every woman bas had some
resiructioa, and therefore rogands hervelf as qualified
we open with suthorsiy.
Whas bas always astonthing mie, ia iutentag to the remarks of the persone
around) mie at a concert, is their aoanimoas ignorance
of the measing of the word technique. And the pre-

valonee

some

measure responsible {gr the painful Inck of radimeutary
kouwiodge.
To the great majority of human beings the word
techorgue, as applied to the piano, meana simply the
ability to strko a great way notes in a minute, without
ausnng ons, These peopie are particularly food of
talking sbout " brillianey.”’ Sach and such a pianist
dyes aot display much warmth of sentiment, but his
playing i romarkably brilliant, That means that he
plays very tnst and very loudly. Another pianiat ia cold
and utterly withont brilliancy, This means that he does
not play fast and acldom indulges ia fortissimo.
Now, no one in the world isso little hkely to underrate

she value of nimblenese of Singer
as Iam, for the exgeilent tyason that because of an innate disinclination

uainne of the protect.

1 been amid that the primary

Pogeiiemens od a goed technique is the ability to drike «

gress many wore rode por wincle thas ie demanded by

Schumann's

sdmit that in the inviolable

apartments

'"Albam

I sometimes

dally with

for the Young,"’ but I have the

prartios bet thedy t-precteely me itty to be played.

Let the popll acquire teellity by practoiog something
lee Graver than the plooe katobeplayed ; and het it be

scuncthing Ubetitlegitimately faster. Do sot spoil the

pepil's judgment

mx to tempo by Joading him to infer

Ubat it ia a mere matter of convenlence

the pestortmance of the camparitiva before the playes.
Ad coy romsos fir saying this is thal it ieonly in this
way thate perfect command of all the maoorces of toneWORDS OF WARNING,
production can be carried info the involved passages,
The young Indy of whom I bate written had all abe
We only can become great leaders our chosen procould do to strike the notes in the compositions which
fession as we annihilate our own inpositive
abo was playing.
identity for the time being and become a part musical
of our
Bho had no
technique Jg/t over to take care of the
fone-color aad the nusuces.
And no person can have that techaique left orer unless

pupila

in their needs and their endeavors

. We cannot
stand outside and say: ''This is the way;
walk ye
ground, lead them each in his gwn path, help
him over his own stambling block, until -at lat, con.

it;"" but must get out of ourselvesand mect them onin
tbeir own

the dexterity of the Gngers ismuch greater than the mere
enanciation of the notes requires.
sciously, he comes
the true way. ‘I believe ainI am thoroughly satisied that Mr. Paderewski's cerely, from myown into
experience,” says Clara E, Manger,
fingers are equal to the task of playing music much more ‘“‘that many pupils have been made self-conscions,” all
difGcult than any in existence. Bai if such impossible expression of musical feeling forever crushed, by’ the
shock given to a sensitive nature in the sudan
wasic were put before him, he would play it ‘'bril quick
checking of the first giving out of themaelves in song.”

liandly"' ag that word is usually understood.

In my

Judgment that would be badly; for it would be a mere
soulless sounding of the notes, All of Mr. Paderew-

It may not be our way, but it is their way ; and
mnt do it in their way at first, and then we ¢an

ment, the same

gence.

artistic perceptions,

the same

intelli-

In other words, the reserve power of the man's tech-

No amonnt of genuine and diligent study
obliterate bad precepts from the impressionable mind can
of

youth.

If yon cannot give your child the best musical

training, give him none.

Let his time and

your money
nique would be brought into action, and you would see be devoted to a better purpose than the development of
just the same kind of transformation as you would see if a magical nuigance.
Tarre cD teachers who, if they would honestly
,
you hitched Alix to 8 ton of coal.
So we

may well

the

pieces given

for performance;

that

the teacher

should insist upon the pupil's carrying ints every performance

confess the trath about their teaching, would ackuow?
Sad the same round of techniques and études each
year; that many of their pupils
a stand.
still, had lost ‘interest in music, had come to practice
than ever; that things were runningdid inpoorer
a deeply-worn

edge that their pupils were working the same old
pieces

rut. Thege teachers need a new fund of freah ideaa,
need to have their eccentricities rabbed off. But, some.
how, those that need the most do the least, If
teacher is self-satisfied with himself and hig methods, the
he

can label himself as a “*fosail,"’ and feel morally
gure
that the name is deserved.

doors padded and the windows closed, so that no senei- matters the full resources of bis technique in the
of tone, color, and accent ;and thatthe teacher ,
muro person may be tempted to commit
homicide.
should never cease endeavoring to impress upon the
/ Many and many s time, when I have worried fifteen
AMERIOAN OONSERVATORIES,
ine
nocent uinetta lo death 12 a methodic percussion of the mind of the pupil that the chief end of technique is
;
beauty and variety of tone.
tones of Chopin's D flat Valee, I have wished that
The reader will note that I say nothing about the inIn a recent interview Mr. Rafael Josey expressed
could sinke more notes in a second, Bat deapive thdI teliectual
himself a6 follows on the subject of American conservaand emotional qualities, I am talking about
old proverb, | fear it is too late to learn.
tories
:—
technique pure and simple, and every one will admit
Hat | belere t bave learned what technique is, and
“Itia extraordinary,”’ said Mr, Joseffy. “(I cannot
I
that
this
ie
and
mnat
be
the
foundatio
of
n
all
good
per.
understan
d it, We haves remarkable staff of teachers
believe | have learned what is ita Gret
and fandame
in the Conservatory, Ga Gshundreds of American Peofemand. This primary requirement is the abilityntal formance, What is the use of temperament or intel- ple
abroad to study.
Many of them come back to us
seke a great many more notes per minote than to lect if the fingers are overtared? And yet, will not itegospoiled
and we have to begin all over
you teachers, if they aro frank, admit that this is tisually decd
again. In.
are called apon ta sirike by the composition
wa
bare
pedagogi
c
talent
under
per. tho fate of the fingers? To be sure,avery powerful conservatories. But the young enough to furnish adozen
formance. For illastrauion, let me hold ap asa horrible
American wants to cross
pressore ia
skacple » young woman whom I heard
in Now York ry

few dapa ago.

Ske plazod Rabiartein's

D minor Con-

broaght upon teachers by parentato push the oceun. It is langhsble. I find that the America
their children ahead for the eke af that dieplsy of girl studies hard, but she is too impatient to be knownn
That is the great fault. If she geta into
dazzling accomplishment whivh is so dear to the vanity \asanartist.
the hands of mere mercenaries they will give her showy
ofa parent's heart, But right here must begin
that selon music to play before she has really mastered the

certo asd Larsts Hungarian Fantasy. Far an encore
Bamiber after the frat mlection ahe gare lueat's
arrange mimionary work of the teacher
most of “Der Hrikoacg
She war pronounced by as reformation of masical taste, which ought to resalt in
a0 far as execotion is
fome st my protomional coatroca and hy moat
af her concerned, and make it
impossible for os grombling
pe
nomi Rearert ta be © pianist of great
enuca
to
hear
any
more
sock
ailly
remarks as those to
Bat to be deficient io exational qaaiuca
which I referred at the beginning of this articla
a” i to diawera the betiliancy,
Ih uy tedeninble
If the teachers will preach the opel of reserve
that she plated rery tna aed co an alent invanah
lore of forte, igs t mentalip made a gradong af le power in lechasque, and make it clear to-sindents asd
her
their
parenia that the finger and wrat development
penfarwane fram « taaderd nf 1 eqralling pesact ,
and caght to be sack thatthe“ piace "in
tha waa my remit ompidsty, , wcmmeany fo
always " easy,"
amphi ead
oatarsa where i went),

1

chearaeme d,tional power. &

tone qualisy. 4. enptety af exe onlat, 7, dramain
g pamige,
To Ark
Naw,

pee cedows aiand glue waste cwuwkadice oe Roving

witea

To deme

as ow

ie

hae

wie

teelangme ut shar wihath dome con pritine fhe aca off
be
Mormon che anand aan tome gf wild Uked ourieelie

they

develop
it, round it, mould it, until the true ideal becomes
their

It is by broadening their view, lifting up their
ski's eensuoua loveliness of tone, his symmetry of ideal.
standard of mugic, that we can got the best results.—
phrasing, and his exquisite nuances would instantane- Indicator,
ously vanish, and be would appear to the world aa a
Patient practice goes
without artistic
swift, accurate, heartless manipulator of keys. And Buidsnce, Place a gifted forchildnaught
with an incompetent
yet he would be the same man, with the same tempera. music teacher and you destroy mach that nature haa
dons.

believe that after all Liszt was far
for hard work | norer acquired it. Consequently, in- from being wrong when
he said, Three things are
stead of being able to perform Lisst’s Hungarian rhap- needed to make
« pianist—first, technique ; second,
vodies to-day, as I might have been able to do had I technique;
third, technique.’ What is the lesson
oniy consented to eschew football, baseball, and aimi- for teachers and
in this matter? 1t seems to mefobe thi
lar worldly temptations, I am compelled to axpend a thatthe exercises
for the development of technical skill
certain namber of dollars per week to go and hesr
other should be rigorously kept far in advance of the needg
of
people play them, I will

secrecy of my Own

See

onpewne sary Nomen So saad heme Maye Be ene mh orn wang hy thewalcon We terobtanedGeebots We of wan
whe read
es
Tee Boor 1 MScctsseoers

EERRETS POW EE,

4

Ea

fF

Chat is Ghie war, aad this oniy, ous bowutifel
img be attained, | am eure that more cond will be play
done
for the mévaawemend Tol critacal appencation
the pmeple generally thar 10.00 nemipaper crilicmamong
cine
tis ie 8 gemmery
Max Crake the Bberte of adding « vinghe warning?
Tena de waned amis by the mam Ghouphilene
;yet

five-finger exercises. Ina year she ig ruined. We are
roally trying to develop @ race of music
and it
is necessary that their education should teachers,
be sound. Woe

wanttoredacate teachers who will not simply teach Gotts-

chalk

asic, Dut will try to cultivate

pupils an
appreciation of composers like Schubert,in their
We waal good
teachers and good

Union."

performers

in

every

Tus andicnoss at the recent Hindel

State

in the

in London were immense, Al‘ The Mossiah festival
20,578 persons
were propent; al’ the performanon of sclectiod®
Rie works 21,1895 at ' Tarme] "18,720, besiden from
16,000 af the rehearsal. making «total of 76,000. over
The
orckeetre pembers 100 members, 400 playing etringed
iuirvmenta. While €0 yours ago there
wae
conmdertble
epyawset te clmioel music at the
Palace, to
day tho works of the Frost mamers Crystal
soeire mare’ ap-

pluand Ukew there of Intorior oomposarn.

solloctions. Way teachare
of thephtona and Moder gens each
bo pie
wt ee lank tienen, the Tot wtmebbventivorste pup, doing i for rforwm
en
eben making wporders for
Tiss Brewin tae sewonded. Brohwentene
write Ube smiunit, bot onpecally for« record inspatemelis reviews
,
Sher camwos dywithent §. Gerd ou ibeottem
n of
Tetting tovchere who rhomld be readers of it sddreme
and we will
wot ageTarai copies and ing to ladere them
TESTIMONIALS. ©
cry
ei

sot gi Brows’ \« Flrnt

ninReading, Rhythes,
and Eapression," come to BStedie
yesterday. “It did not
tes peroneal work that socurs a large list of mub- lake
me long to make up band
mind that it ls decidedl
scritece among yoor popils ead Glenda Try it and-s0 very best work I have evermyseh
for startiog beginpeyr theof
seare the great benefits 10 your class in their deeper asitber tender or mature See: T thank you a
for advising
trial of the new work.~ I ini
and more fruitful intersst in their music lemons and Thave been using for this
pretion
Mas. 8.Borrox:~
ot ete
The russet music satchel
d this week-is quite
Is theme not some of your popils who want and es satinfactory, much better thanreceive
we can obtain in tree
for 2.00.
pecially need some book of classical
News F, Barzony,
or some
Received Mr. Lowe's *' Concise Chronological
» work on music from our extensive lish? music,
They can eas. of Chief Musicians,” and
am well pleased with it,
ily got it by securing subscribers to Tax Erops among
Pt
your pupils and musical friends.
M. Worr.
The
ale
arate

There seoms

to be a fatality which, when-® promine

nt
Sgure in life is taken away by death, aoon follows with
others Thas in « comparatively short time the musical
world has been repeatedly shocked by news of the death of
some eminent composer or artist. Gounod, Tschaik
owsky,

Voo Bulow, and now Rubinstein, are but a memory.

All
of them are still near enough to us to thrill
by their
living personality. To some ofusthese names ushave
been
familiar in their greatness since our childho and
it
shown us clearly what changes time is making od,
in our own
day to chronicle the death—as has the writer—in
turn of
Shese great musicians.

Antoa Gregor Rublnstein was born November 80, 1829.
at a-village on the Russian frontier. His mother,
an ex.
cellent pianist, waa bis first teacher. He
snd aroused enthusiasm when only six yearswas a prodigy,
old,

Shall

I find Rassell’s “Embellishments of
Masic" a vey
valuable source of

fund.

Have just received a copy of “ Embel
lishments of
Music,” by Russell, and

or by giving a musicale or concert for
s library
See our extensive list of musical worke
for
*

a woea)

I8 DEAD.

pleased with it

Stanza musical library among your pupils by
them into 6 musical society with officers from forming
among
them,
general niUsical reading, study, and referenc
e.

RUBINSTEIN

copy of Landon’s ‘ Reed Organ Method” has
highly

been received and Iam

recommend it to all,

swe E. Brapeata.

information.

0. E. Rozrmaox.

here say that it is the, most interesting and valuable little
book yet published. No
smbitions studen
t can afford to be withont it,

Miss L. Huaxes,
Hava you sent in the cash and order
our special
T have just received from Yous copy of Marie Lovell
advance offers yet? The works in press for
Brown's First Stndies
are
excepti
.in
on:
Reading,
aad Mx.
ally valuable, and -you will want to see them. Take pression,” and think them very compreRhythw,
e for tha
ground they cover. Especially do I likehengiv
advantage of these liberal offers,
lesson on
fhrasing, which is much clearer than is the
usnally found,
a ee
ate
Tous M. Gizpgnz,
Your ‘First Studies in Reading, Rhythm, and
Suow some active and dererving pupil our premium
Expression,” by M. L. Brown, is received.
list and get him ‘to canvass emong your pupils and mu- ined
I have examit with mach interest, and am pleased
to
fied
it
sical friends for Tux Erbe. He can earn
eminently practical and uefnl. It will be belpfulto
a finecash, both
music, or book premium. List sent on applicat
teacher and pupil.
wors Escene.
ion.
/
The ninth grade of
ee
s’ “ Graded Course
Studies’ was daly receiveMathew
d, ‘Too much cannot be eadot

Mosioa1 parents make the best patrons, and
nothing

will help them

to be musical more than reading Tae

Eros, and they can be induced to subscrib
e for the
tmasio pages to be used in lessons for their
children,
taking Tae Brope for the economy in mnaic
bills,

wate

in praise of the eame; in fact, each grade
has given the

highest satisfaction.

Am

using the different
my pupils with praiseworthy
results,

grades with

Carats L. Carrinerow,

The ninth volume of Mr. Mathews’

has beon received.

Graded Studies"?

From firat to last the entire collec.

tion is attractive, and the enthusiasm

srouse in ambitious

these studies

pupils should be very gratifying to
Do you want your pupils to be ready sight readers? both Mr, Mathews and
yoursel! ) 88it corcainly is to all
teachers who have used them,
Then
they
E M,
must
Wizson,
read
music if they are ever music
1k is not necemaary to enter into detail as to his career,
readers.
for
Have
them
Grade
take
nine of “ Mathews’ Standard Graded Course
Tar Erope and give sight
bis great reputation as n virtuosi and artist is too fresh
in reading lessons from its music pages of those pieces of Studies" has just come to hand. Like its prede.
uF memories 10 need recalling.
cestors, itis upto'thetimes musically, and isequaled by
which you do not care to have capecially learned.
Hus American tour in 1872 was made
few if any other course of atudiea, and ia
when American
certainly
woe
“ maaical culture was in its beginnings. Hie progra
surpasse
d by none,
H. A. Roxayes,
erate
mmes
eweatained only the purey asd best
I find Taz Erne indispensable in teaching, and am,
Crnapnarep Piavsors of the Past.and Present we
of musical works, yet
#850,N0 wore paid w hear him. The influen
each month, more pleased with the masical selections,
ce of *his hope to have ready by Christmas. The plates are made
sancerte was to tho very great uplifting and
Neus Connexuy.
advancing of in Germany, except the additions of American, We
I feel under obligations to express my sincere eatiethe cousleal art bers.
received
a
cablegr
am
aa
we
go
to
preas
that
plates
fection
were
with Tag Ervps, It
Ome of his most remarkable feats
been invaluable to me.
was
series of seven shipped November 14th.
I know of no.paper in our has
It will require two
language thet covers tho
Minton! soncerta, in which the whole hisrange
sabject of piano playing and literature sq satisfactori
after the plates arrive to go throogh the printingwoels
of
piano
ly.
and
music. from the earliest cramplot
binding.
ea Bruix SxeRwoon.
make every effort to have the book
snodern oomponitions, was given to the latent and moat out in time WerWill
hare
jan
reciv
for
holidays
the
edmySetoopyof Tux Brove, and I
,
OM bis playtog 1
hardly
List prophesied that Rubinatela would be
his successor,

will only say that

ed all that
wat oscemary to peacuan the profoandentit inclod
affect, He was
4 mamta: ainong master
* His osespottionn art nuniessar and ara of
the highest
art foray.
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selection

“On
Sale Music," please think “wha} each of yourof pupils

will moat probably need, not necessarily as
to the
exact Ullen of piece, but ag to the style and
difficulty,

Tax Ervps is worth its weight in gold.

Bexepiorive

Tax Erops is indispensable in my eno
popil and all teachers
need it

Mus. Brox,
and abot how many pieces for each papil, giving us
The las coby of '‘ Embellishments
received, and I
total, You can help uscome nearer want W sincerely thank
kindness. I am
to your wants if~fou will alo doxigtate as to tbe classes delighted with the work. you"It isforjustyour
the book

the number in age

wanted,aa,light and popalar, the dreamy and
noctarne,

s-rong withdet word syle, dance mosig; marches,
stand-

ard eizlet of mediem dificalty hy best writers, pieces

I have

tha veed of in my teaching. Inapona Surre Busser.felt
Mathews' Ninth Grade ie charming number,
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great beanty of this work lies
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seats alts: wing been carefully and well learned, need
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Daan Mra, Brown :—It gives me great pleasure to
cede to your request for information in regard to acthe
working
thiak

s of the Lambertville,

N. Js, Piano Clab.

it was in 1890, after a few private

I

s had
been gives, and a desire hsd been expressconcert
ed to hear
good music

organised.

oftencr, that the Woman's Piano Clob
was

The firnt two winters the members met

mqnthly at private houses, and, sa the applicantesemifor

fiemberthip became too pamerous
to be accommodated,

the afficers boldiy lasached ont, and rented
a room and

Pingo

for the season of 6-H. There was much dabiovs
whaling of beads, and the wise (7) ones predicted an
utter
collapse. bot thanks ta the energy and good manage-

this Society shall consist of Presi-

dent, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer, who,

with

one

Committee,

Director, shall constitute

the

Executive

2. Members shall consist of three classes, Active, As-

sociate, and Sastaining. The number of Active members shall be limited to ——
:
8. Active members shall take part in the Musical and

Litersry exercises.

4. Associate members, on the payment of
dolJars annaally, shall have the privilege of all the meetings.
5. Sustaining membere, on payment of fire dollars
annually, ahall have two tickets for eachevewing meeting,
6. Persona proposed for active membership must be

moat of the officer, a exall balance was let in the vouched tor by two active members and the names sent
by letter to the Secretary, when they must be onani-

tenawery

moualy elected by the Execative Committes,
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